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A systematic presentation is given of the current state of experimental and theoretical studies
of elementary processes involved in chemi-ionization by collision between atoms and
molecules at thermal energies. General conclusions are presented about the rates of these
processes, their importance in practical applications, and their effect on the macroscopic
properties of the medium in which they take place. The review is intended for research
workers and for postgraduate and graduate students specializing in plasma physics, atom-
molecule collisions, and the interaction between radiation and matter.

INTRODUCTION

Papers on chemi-ionization processes began to appear
in the physics literature in the early 1970s (cf. Refs. 1-4).
They signalled the beginning of extensive experimental and
theoretical studies of chemi-ionization at several scientific
centers, and the realization of the practical implications of
the basic research that began abroad in the 1930s (Ref. 5)
during a period that in many ways determined the subse-
quent course of modern physics as a whole. Despite the
large volume of material that has already been published,
interest in these studies continues unabated. By studying
the physics of chemi-ionization processes, researchers are
exploring the fundamental assumptions of the theory of
atomic collisions and the physics of low-temperature plas-
mas, and hence the possibility of new phenomena and new
properties. One such result has been the discovery of pho-
toresonant plasma, formed when a gaseous medium is ex-
posed to light with wavelengths corresponding to resonant
transitions in the corresponding atoms. The process re-
sponsible for this plasma cannot be described in terms of
the relationships that are familiar in gas-discharge physics.
This has, in turn, led to a new research field in the study of
highly-ionized plasmas in zero electric and magnetic fields.
Such plasmas have extreme properties as compared with
equilibrium gas-discharge plasmas. Chemi-ionization re-
search has led to advances in optogalvanic spectroscopy,
the emergence of new methods for controlling plasmas
with external light, studies of many-particle interactions
and their effect on the thermodynamic properties of plas-
mas, the development of new systems for the nonlinear
transformation and stabilization radiation frequency, ion
doping and etching, and so on.

Chemi-ionization is discussed to a greater or lesser ex-
tent in a number of research monographs (cf., for example,
Ref. 2). However, because of lack of space, these publica-
tions have not adequately explored a number of controver-
sial topics in chemi-ionization. On the other hand, more
specialized review papers tend to reflect the professional
interests of their authors and do not therefore set the sub-
ject in its general context. Moreover, before they can be
used, the data assembled by different authors on chemi-
ionization rate constants require preliminary methodolog-

ical analysis. This is so, above all, because many of the
experiments have been performed without allowing for the
fact that the colliding-particle velocity distributions were
not equilibrium distributions. In particular, this has meant
that chemi-ionization data obtained in beam experiments
could not be used under the conditions prevailing in plas-
mas.

The aim of this review is to fill, as fully as possible, this
gap in the physics literature.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF CHEMI-IONIZATION PROCESSES
INVOLVING HEAVY PARTICLES WITH THERMAL
ENERGIES

2.1. Depending on the state of the colliding particles

Depending on the state of the colliding particles in the
entrance and exit channels of a particular reaction, the
ionization processes accompanying collisions between at-
oms and molecules can generally be divided into ionization
by impact (ionizing collisions) and chemi-ionization. This
somewhat arbitrary subdivision is dictated mostly by the
ratio of the potential energy (excitation energy) of the
colliding particles to their kinetic energy (energy of rela-
tive motion).

In a wide range of thermal and subthermal collision
velocities, ionization implies the formation of an interme-
diate quasimolecular complex with specific 'chemical'
bonding. The stabilization of this complex or its decay with
the formation of charged fragments is determined by fac-
tors such as the nature of the colliding particles, their de-
gree of excitation, and the properties of the atomic inter-
action potential. Kinetic energy plays a basic role in
ionization by collision, whereas chemi-ionization is deter-
mined by the character of the excitation of the colliding
particles. Chemi-ionization processes are of immediate in-
terest in the physics and chemistry of plasmas. In these
processes, transitions to the continuum occur mostly at the
expense of internal excitation energy, and ionization leads
to a change in the particle structure, i.e., to a redistribution
of the outer electrons in the colliding particles:

X + Y-XY++e. (2.1)
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Chemi-ionization reactions are traditionally regarded
in plasma physics as an effective channel for the production
of molecular ions. Charged-particle production channels
become active even when atoms are excited to the lowest-
lying (resonant) states:

>X++e(AI), (2.2)

»X + +X + e(PI). (2.3)

Two ionization channels are possible in binary colli-
sions such as (2.2) and (2.3) between excited particles,
namely, associative ionization (AI) and Penning ioniza-
tion (PI), These reactions are of particular interest in prac-
tical applications because they can produce charged parti-
cles for a minimum expenditure of energy by the external
source. Reaction (2.2) is sometimes referred to in the lit-
erature as Penning associative ionization (PAI) whereas
AI with the participation of an excited and a ground-state
atom is called Hornbeck-Molnar ionization (HMI).

Collisions that involve excited atoms and result in their
ionization are accompanied by an interaction of the initial
discrete state not only with the ionization continuum, but
also with the Coulomb condensation of the energy terms of
Rydberg atoms. Thus, in addition to ionization, we can
have transitions in which the upper highly-excited states
(HEA) become populated. The probability that the system
X* will survive on a covalent term prior to the onset of
ionization is P= 1 — pm were pm is the probability of tran-
sition to other discrete states X** that are different from
the initial state. These states in turn take part in associative
and direct ionization processes

>X2

++e, (2.4)

>X++X + e, (2.5)

and also in the production of pairs of positive and negative
ions, i.e.,

The advent of laser methods was the beginning of ex-
tensive studies of ionization in binary collisions between
Rydberg atoms:

** .X2

++e, (2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The high exchange cross section for a thermal collision
between a metal atom (M) and a homonuclear (X2) or
heteronuclear (XY) diatomic halogen molecule was first
noted in the 1930s. This large cross section (10~14-10~15

cm2) was interpreted at the time in terms of a model that
was subsequently called the harpoon model. According to
this, the reaction proceeds via intermediate states that are
formed when an electron undergoes a transition from an
alkali-metal atom to an electronegative molecule, and the
theory retains the concept of covalent-term crossing for the
reagents and band terms for the reaction products. How-
ever, in contrast to the cases considered above, we now

have multidimensional potential energy surfaces, which
complicates the associated quantum-mechanical calcula-
tions.

Chemi-ionization processes in atom-molecule colli-
sions are usually multichannel phenomena:

M + XY-M++XY-,

(2.10)

Molecular quantum chemistry employs the concepts of
adiabatic and vertical electron affinities of molecules. The
adiabatic affinity, which is analogous to the binding energy
of a valence electron in an atom, corresponds to a transi-
tion between the ground vibrational states of the molecule
and the corresponding negative ion. Vertical electron affin-
ity implies transitions with the participation of
vibrationally-excited states. According to the harpoon
model, charged reaction products can originate in the dis-
sociation or stabilization of an intermediate ionic complex.
In simplified form, the total ionization cross section is
given by

а=2тгК2

ср'(\-р'), (2.11)

where p' is the average electron-transfer probability be-
tween the atom and the molecule for the mean impact
parameter, the probability being calculated from the
Landau-Zener theory. In the case of ground-state colliding
particles in (2.10), the required energy is of the order of an
electron volt.

The advent of laser technology has produced experi-
mental data on rate of processes such as (2.10), which
involve excited atoms and either release or absorption of
energy.

The cross section for the production of an ion pair was
found in Ref. 6 to depend on the degree of excitation of
halogen-containing molecules colliding at thermal energies
with alkali-metal atoms. The influence of vibrational exci-
tation on the electron-transfer process may then be traced
to a number of factors: a reduction in the reaction thresh-
old energy, a change in the vertical electron affinity energy,
and so on. These results are of undoubted practical interest
for the detection of vibrationally-excited molecules. For
halogen-containing molecules for which the slow-electron
attachment rate constant is high (10 cm s , SF6),
the negative-ion yield of thermal collisions with HEAs is
determined by the probability of attachment of a highly-
excited electron (НЕЕ). This follows from the theory and
is confirmed by measurements of the ionization rate con-
stants of HEAs with « = 20—100 in collisions with halo-
genide molecules. In the impulse approximation, the cross
section for a collision between HEAs and a target molecule
is determined by the cross section for the scattering of
HHE with energies of the order of 0.001 eV by a halogen-
containing molecule. Comparably high ionization cross
sections (10~12-10~13 cm2) are observed in thermal colli-
sions between HEA and H2O, H2, O2, and other molecules
when the rotational deexcitation of the molecule provides
the energy necessary for the removal of the HHE.
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There is now a sufficient number of published reviews
(see, for example, Refs. 1-4 and 7) reporting reference
material on the rates of reactions (2.1)-(2.10).

2.2. Fundamentals of the modern theory of chemi-ionization

The generally accepted theoretical description of
chemi-ionization processes is based on the adiabatic ap-
proximation, as exemplified by Ref. 8, the basic ideas of
which will be used here.

Penning associative ionization occurs when the excita-
tion energy of an atom X* is greater than the ionization
potential of the particle Y. For all nuclear separations, the
molecule X*Y is then in an autoionizing state that decays
with the emission of an electron and the formation of the
molecular ion XY+, provided this ion can exist. The cor-
responding potential curves are shown in Fig. la. The fun-
damentals of the theory of PAI are in developed in Refs. 9
and 10. If the excitation energy is lower than the ionization
potential, there are two ways in which reaction (2.1) can
proceed. In the first, the diabatic potential curves
Up(R),U{(R) of the quasimolecule X*Y and the molecu-
lar ion XY+ approach one another, but do not cross. A
transition due to the nonadiabatic coupling of electron and
nuclear motions then takes place for a wide range of nu-
clear separations when the curves come close enough to
one another. The corresponding potential energy curves
are shown schematically in Fig. Ib. A theoretical analysis
of the AI process with the potential energy curves illus-
trated in Fig. Ib can be found in Refs. 11-13. In the second
possibility (Fig. Ic), the diabatic term Up(R) crosses the
Coulomb states of X**Y and the continuum limit U-t (R)
near the nuclear separation R=RC, and becomes an au-
toionizing state for Л</?с. The theory of AI based on this
term scheme, but without interaction with the Coulomb
condensation, was presented in Refs. 14 and 15. The AI
reaction is basically a process with an infinite number of
channels, which occurs with the participation of Rydberg
and continuum states. In the 1970s, most theoretical stud-
ies of the AI process ignored the multitude of crossings
that occur well before the limit of the molecular ionic con-
tinuum is crossed by the initial covalent term of the qua-
simolecule. On the other hand, attempts to allow for mul-
tiple term crossing (which is unavoidable for sufficiently
high principal quantum numbers of the initial state) by the
traditional approach, in which each crossing is considered
separately, have not led to satisfactory results. A better
approach seems to be to develop methods capable of deal-
ing with multiple term crossing. One such method16 is the
"diffusional approach to impact ionization of excited at-
oms."

This phrase refers to diffusion over the energy states of
the quasimolecule in a single collision event in which the
basic collision parameter is the binding energy of the
bound electron. The result of this "diffusion" is that, for
R -»oo, the initial single term of the quasimolecule trans-
forms for R~RC into a braid with a conical cross section
and effective width of the order of 1 eV (alkali-metal at-
oms) in the region in which the covalent and ionic terms
are found to cross (Fig. 2).

Ufa)

X + +Y

U(H)

R

FIG. 1. Potential curves of the quasimolecule X*Y. E—total energy of
the system, Г(Л)—width of a quasistationary state, X*Y,
X**Y—diabatic Rydberg molecular states adjacent to the limit of the
continuous spectrum U,(R), ДЛ—transition region, U@(R)—covalent
diabatic term of the system X*Y; a—excitation energy of atom X* greater
than the ionization potential of atom Y; b—excitation energy of atom X*
smaller than the ionization potential of particle Y, diabatic potential
curves of X*Y and X+Y approach one another without actually crossing;
с—same as b but with the crossing of the potential curves of the quasi-
molecule and molecular ion.

The theory of dissociative recombination (DR) of the
slow electron and the molecular ion, with Rydberg levels
taken into account, should correctly reproduce on the com-
plex plane of the electron momentum the motion of the
poles of the adiabatic 5-matrix as a function of nuclear
separation. The analytic structure of the S-matrix in the
neighborhood of the continuous spectrum limit differs
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FIG. 2. Qualitative illustration of the crossing of covalent and ionic term
crossing in the AI "diffusion" model.16

from its usual form (reproduced, for example, in Ref. 17)
because of the presence of the long-range Coulomb field.
The DR theory (cf. Refs. 18-20) shows that Rydberg
states have a considerable effect on the DR cross section as
a function of electron energy. Hence it is clear that the
Coulomb condensation of the energy levels has to be taken
into account in any valid calculation of the probability of
the AI reaction that is the inverse of DR. A quantum
theory21 dealing with the motion of nuclei has now been
developed in a practical form for the near-threshold en-
dothermic AI in collisions between a weakly-excited atom
X* and an atom Y. The theory takes account of the non-
adiabatic interaction between Rydberg states and the ion-
ization continuum. The entire analysis is based on the in-
tegral quantum defect method (QDM) using the potential
energy curves of Fig. Ic.

The motion of a weakly-bound electron in a highly-
excited state of a molecule can be looked upon as the mo-
tion of a particle in the Coulomb field that is perturbed by
the scattering of the electron by the ion core. This is why
the concepts and methods of the quantum theory of scat-
tering of slow electrons by molecular ions can readily be
used to examine processes involving a Rydberg electron.
Indeed, this suggests that the multichannel quantum defect
method could be useful in such calculations. The original
formulation of the method for the case of diatomic mole-
cules was given by Fano.22'23 However, this approach relies
on the selection of a set of solutions of Schrodinger's equa-
tion that satisfy particular boundary conditions, and suffers
from the difficulty that the nonadiabatic rotational electron
wave functions must then be joined to the adiabatic elec-
tron wave functions in the neighborhood of the ion core (in
a state in which the quantization axis for the orbital angu-
lar momentum is the line joining the nuclei). It follows
that QDM based on an integral representation of the
Schrodinger equation is a more convenient approach21'24"26

to the description of AI. The integral variant of QDM
enables us to express the cross section for AI along differ-

ent channels in terms of the scattering of НЕЕ by a mo-
lecular ion and the adiabatic K-matrix that describes the
mixing of electron states with different orbital angular mo-
mentum /.

The semiclassical theory of endothermic AI near the
threshold was developed in Refs. 27 and 28, and the quan-
tum mechanical variant of the theory is presented in Ref.
21. Several assumption were introduced in Ref. 21 in order
to simplify the corresponding calculations: the orbital an-
gular momentum / of the Rydberg electron was conserved
and was not coupled to the angular momentum of relative
motion of atoms X* and Y, and the main contribution to
process (2.1) was due exclusively to states in the Rydberg
series with ionization limit corresponding to the nearest
closed channel. All the parameters used to calculate the
partial AI cross sections are then adiabatic characteristics
that can be calculated either by quantum-chemical meth-
ods or deduced from experimental data. However, the
number of such parameters cannot be too high, since oth-
erwise a large volume of a priori information would be
necessary before one could calculate them for a particular
pair of atoms. This limits the predictive power of the the-
ory.

According to Ref. 21, the total cross section CTAI is a
linear function of energy near the threshold. This differs
from the E3/2 law obtained for endothermic AI in the semi-
classical approximation.28

To illustrate the possibilities of the theory presented in
Ref. 21 in relation to the analysis of experimental data, let
us consider the following expression for the rate of AI in a
gas whose temperature is much less than the energy of a
vibrational quantum of the molecular ion X+Y (it is as-
sumed that the energy spread of the ensemble of particles is
much smaller than the separation of the Rydberg levels in
a closed channel):

*AI(Л =AS( Т) Тш ехр( -Ер/Т),

where

1/2

(2.12)

g0 is the statistical weight of the dissociative reaction chan-
nel, ev is the position of the Rydberg resonance relative to
the reaction threshold, M is the reduced mass of X* and Y,
a/jv is the Franck-Condon factor for the transition between
the associative [U(^] and the ionic [t/j(v=0,l)] terms,
2F2j=r/3 is the adiabatic autoionization width of the dis-
sociative term, 7, is the autoionization rate, 7=7,+ + ̂  is
the nuclear separation that corresponds to the crossing of
the initial and final (ionic) potential energy curves of the
quasimolecule, Ep is the AI reaction threshold in the center
of mass system of the /3ih channel, v= (2ые) ~

1/2, and ые is
the frequency of a vibrational energy quantum in the mo-
lecular ion.

At low temperatures 7X(v)~3, the Rydberg reso-
nances can depend appreciably on the temperature func-
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tion S(T), but for Т4,Ep this occurs in the region where
exponentially small. The exception is the case

when kM(T) is of the order of
Г~1/2ехр[- (Ep+eJ/T]. When «e> 7> (v) ~3, the func-
tion S( T) becomes equal to a constant, and the presence of
Rydberg resonances affects only its magnitude. When
T^coe, the rate constant is given by

— Г1/2 РТП — (2.13)

where
1/2

«

The reaction N(2D)+O(3P)-NO+(X'2+)+e has been
used to test the above theory. Calculations have shown that
(2.12) and (2.13) yield the AI reaction rate to within 15%
at temperatures in the range 4500-7500 K. The resulting
temperature dependence is in agreement with experimental
data.

The adiabatic approximation is physically valid for as-
sociative ionization in collisions between weakly excited
and ground-state atoms. However, the adiabatic approxi-
mation breaks down when the AI process involves a highly
excited Rydberg atom, and a fundamentally different AI
mechanism comes into play.

When a Rydberg atom X**(n) collides with a particle
Y, this particle can fly past the atomic residue X+ with
impact parameter p that is small in comparison with the
radius ra~n2 of the Bohr orbit of an outer electron of the
atom Х**(и). Associative ionization then occurs as a re-
sult of energy exchange between the outer electron and the
inner electrons of the quasimolecular or molecular ion.

The energy exchange mechanism can become particu-
larly effective in the case of the homonuclear system
(X+,X) +e in which the resonant charge transfer process
in the quasimolecular ion X+Y proceeds with a high cross
section.29'30 AI in the collision between X**(n) and the
corresponding atom X or a totally different atom Y is dis-
cussed in the spirit of perturbation theory in Refs. 3 and 4
in resonant and quasiresonant cases. Analysis of the results
obtained there shows that the transition probability can
reach values of the order of unity for intermediate values of
n (и si 0-15 for alkali metal atoms), and the validity of
perturbation theory becomes problematic. For n < 10, the
theory given in Refs. 14 and 31 provides a sufficiently ac-
curate description of experimental data, although it seems
reasonable to use approaches based on the adiabatic ap-
proximation in this range of values of n. It is clear from the
foregoing that that theory of AI for collisions involving
Rydberg atoms will need further attention in the future.

An interesting step in this direction was undertaken in
Ref. 32 which examines the AI reaction due to the inter-
action with the dipole moment of the quasimolecular (mo-
lecular) ion X+Y in the collision between an atom Y and
an atomic residue X+. The dipole moment of the ion X+Y
is due to the change in the position of its inner electrons
relative to the nuclei of X+ and Y during the collision. In
this mechanism, there is no change in the electronic state

of the ion X+Y, so that AI proceeds by energy transfer
between the Rydberg electron and the relative motion of
the atoms. It is shown in Ref. 32 that this mechanism
reaches its maximum efficiency for the system X+Y when
the potential energy U, has a deep well E0 and the fre-
quency «e of the lowest vibrational quantum of the ion
X+Y is high. These conditions are well satisfied, for exam-
ple, in the collision between a highly excited hydrogen
atom and inert-gas atoms.

Perturbation theory is used in Ref. 32 to show that
transitions of the Rydberg electron occur with maximum
probability when the transition frequency is соп£= \е„ +£
where \Е„\ = (2и2)~' and £ is the energy of the free elec-
tron, which is lower than or of the order of u>e. The AI
probability falls exponentially when o)ne>o}e and E<^EQ. It
is therefore interesting for the physics of low-temperature
plasmas to consider the AI reaction in which the molecular
ions X+Y are produced only near the dissociation limit
(E,e are measured from the dissociation limit of X+Y).
The efficiency of the AI mechanism proposed in Ref. 32
has been tested in the case of a hydrogen HEA colliding
with a helium atom. Calculations suggest that this mech-
anism predominates for n < 25-30 and T~ 300 К over ion-
ization (calculated from the model assuming the elastic
scattering of a weakly bound electron by the incident
atom33). Up to now, questions relating to the theory of
ionization in collisions between two Rydberg atoms have
be investigated to a lesser extent. The Monte Carlo calcu-
lations of the cross sections for this process have therefore
retained their value. The cross section given in Ref. 34 is
(in atomic units)

a(«,;;)=0.703i;-0.65И3.35 (2.14)

and was used in Ref. 35 for v/ve-% I to calculate the chemi-
ionization rate constants (2.7) and (2.8) for lithium (ye is
the orbital velocity of a Rydberg electron and the cross
section has a maximum for и for which the velocity of a
highly-excited electron becomes equal to the atomic veloc-
ity). The function kM(n) calculated in the temperature
range 1-1000 К has at thermal energies the characteristic
structure shown in Fig. 3. This is due to quasiresonances
between twice the excitation energy of the initial state and
the excited ionic complex Х*(л)Х+. We note the inverse
character of the function k(T) in different exit channels,
i.e., associative and Penning ionization. It also follows
from this model that the branching ratios of the chemi-
ionization reactions (2.7) and (2.8), Y=kM/kP1, vary be-
tween 5% and 40% in the temperature range 1000—10 K.

In thermal and subthermal collisions, the covalent con-
figuration x**X** is stable against ionization for large
nuclear separations, but may split into an ion and an atom
in an excited state. Moreover, binary collisions can take
Rydberg atoms to excited states that are different from the
initial excited states, since the primary quasimolecular
terms are coupled by a nonadiabatic interaction to covalent
terms corresponding to other close-lying stable atomic con-
figurations.

For an initial лРлР configuration of alkali-metal ions,
this can be the configurations «SnS, nS(n — 2)D, and so
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FIG. 3. Chemi-ionization rate constant of binary collisions between
Rydberg atoms; dashed line—calculated using Ref. 34 for process (2.8),
solid curve—calculated35 for (2.7), points—measured values35 (Г=85
К).

on. The alkali-metal atoms are known to have excited
states of the negative ion with excitation energy compara-
ble to twice the energy of the excited Rydberg atom. As the
ions X+ and (X*)~ come closer to each other, the ionic
autoionizing terms can also interact with neighboring co-
valent configurations. The open channels enumerated
above ensure that interactions occurring in slow collisions
between two Rydberg atoms can populate low-lying atomic
configurations and produce negative and positive ions in
different autoionizing states, e.g., with the production of
the X++X* pair in the exit channel (Fig. 4).

It is often useful to estimate the ionization rate con-
stant without analyzing in detail the dynamics of possible
transitions between configurations, using the expressions

Rb++(RbT

obtained in the classical approximation36 (see also Refs. 2,
37, and 38) for the PI process due to the dipole-dipole
interaction.

The model of Refs. 36-38 was extended in subsequent
publications by taking into account the influence of the
structure of quasimolecular terms and the exchange inter-
action on the autoionization width T ( R ) , i.e., the ioniza-
tion probability per unit time for given atomic separation
R. The model has been tested in calculations of the cross
section for Penning ionization in thermal collisions with
the participation of excited and ground-state inert-gas at-
oms and also Cd, Zn, and Hg atoms (see Ref 41).

According to Ref. 2, the probability of reaction (2.8)
per unit time for given nuclear separation can be written in
the form

W(R)=2ir\Vy(R) 2gf, (2.15)

where subscripts i and f refer to the states of the quasimo-
leculesX*(«Z,),X*(/j£) and X(n'L'),X+; Fif is the ma-
trix element between the initial (i) and final (f) states of
the dipole-dipole interaction operator between the atoms
and gf is the density of final states.

To calculate the mean transition probability to all al-
lowed final states, we have to average in (2.15) over the
initial states and then sum over the final states. The Pen-
ning ionization cross section CTPI can then be expressed in
terms of the photoionization cross section crph of the ex-
cited atom X(nL) in its initial state. Using the Kramers
approximation for the cross section aph, and assuming that
the path of the atoms is rectilinear, we have

f \2/5

2 — - (2-16)
f «if/

11.9

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of term quasicrossing for the collision of
two highly excited rubidium atoms.

where v is the relative velocity of the atoms, «*ff is the
effective principal quantum number of the initial excited
state of the atom X* («/,), /fi is the oscillator strength for
transitions of the atom from low-lying states among final
(f) states and the initial (i) excited state of the atom, wif is
the corresponding transition frequency, and the sum is
evaluated over all the possible final states n'L'.

We note that (2.16) is valid only for impact parame-
ters greater than the sum of the Bohr radii of the two
highly excited atoms (p > 4тг^). It is only in this case that
we can use the multipole expansion for the electrostatic
interaction. At the same time, the range p < 4-rr*2- can
provide appreciable contribution to ionization. Hence, to
obtain a reliable estimate for a on the basis of Refs. 2 and
36-38 we must calculate the total autionization probability
for the decay of the quasimolecule x**X** for nuclear
separations R < 4тг^, which is a problem in its own right.
Moreover, a selective population of low-lying states, giving
rise to the corresponding features in the fluorescence and
electron spectra, may be expected in such experiments.
This type of calculation was performed in Ref. 42 for the
initial 112P state of the rubidium atom. It showed that the
greatest contribution to ionization is provided by channels
with the production of Rb+ and rubidium atoms in the 92S
and 72D states whose thresholds lie closer to the 112P,
112P configuration than to any other. The channel produc-
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ing of the 92S states is then found to provide the largest
contribution since the energy difference between the 112P,
112P and Rb+, Rb92S configurations is of the order of 50
cm"1. However, the validity of the theoretical model from
Refs. 36-38 in the case of such closely lying atomic con-
figurations appears to require special examination. Reac-
tion channels producing atoms in any of the other energet-
ically possible excited 2S and 2D states are less effective by
an order of magnitude, whereas those producing atoms in
the ground state are less effective by two orders of magni-
tude.

The electron spectra from reactions (2.1)-(2.9) are an
important source of information on the structure of quasi-
molecular terms, and provide a basis for the reliable iden-
tification of such terms. The basic principles for the deter-
mination of these spectra in the classical approximation are
discussed in Ref. 2 for the repulsive part of the interaction
potentials. It is shown in Ref. 41 that at energies below the
maximum energies at which the orbiting effect is possible,
the electron spectrum displays two types of feature,
namely, statistical, determined by the dependence of the
emitted electron on the nuclear separations, and dynamic,
due to the motion of the atoms in the initial attractive
potential.

In the subthermal energy range there can be new
quantum-mechanical atom-molecule interaction effects as
the de Broglie wavelength of the system of colliding parti-
cles becomes greater than the typical separation between
the interacting particles. Quasiclassical ideas then cease to
be valid, and the resulting new phenomena can only be
discussed in terms of wave-mechanical ideas and involve
effects such as interference between incident and scattered
partial waves. In the usual thermal energy range, such in-
terference effects are reduced because an average is taken
over a large number of partial waves, i.e., the effective
number of partial waves in the de Broglie wave expansion
is smaller in the subthermal range. Studies in the subther-
mal range provide us with a way of obtaining new quanti-
tative information on the particle interaction potential and
the structure of quasimolecular terms.

At low velocities, there is also a significant increase in
the particle collision time. This in turn means that weak
long-range interactions such as the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction begin to provide an increasing contribution, so
that particles can be "captured" into quasistable orbitals
and intermediate states can be formed. Such conditions are
typical of essentially nonisotropic scattering effects, e.g., a
halo with a complex oscillatory structure. This structure
can also be investigated only for a finite number of partial
waves. Finally, the probability of radiative and spontane-
ous transitions in subthermal collisions can be close to
unity, and radiation is an effective factor in collision dy-
namics even in relatively weak light fields. This offers us
the possibility of new experiments with radiation-induced
collisions.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ENSEMBLE OF EXCITED
PARTICLES IN CHEMI-IONIZATION EXPERIMENTS
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON IONIZATION KINETICS

Selective population of individual excited states of at-
oms and molecules by optical excitation is an independent
method in experimental physics, widely used in chemi-
ionization studies. The idea that optical excitation of a
gaseous medium could be used to stimulate chemical reac-
tions was first implemented45 as far back as the 1920s.
Subsequent advances in the application of the method had
to await the advent of the tuneable laser and its applica-
tions. We shall not consider in this review the polarization
effects in the interaction between light and matter and in
the alignment and orientation of atoms. This approach is
justified in optically dense media in which these effects are
relatively insignificant,46 e.g., in low-temperature plasmas.
When this assumption is adopted, the radiation field is
described by the intensity Iv or the energy flux hvlv. Ab-
sorption of light can then be characterized by the spectral
absorption coefficient K V . Whatever the absorption-line
profile, the integral absorption coefficient is given by the
universal expression

гJo
dvKv=crAN0, cr=

АУ
(3.1)

This expression enables us to relate the integral absorp-
tion coefficient to the optical transition probability A (a
fundamental concept in the theory of radiation) in terms of
the optical transition wavelength A, the statistical weights
g* and g0 of energy levels, and the concentration N0 of
ground-state atoms. In the special case of incident light
with Iv=const within the characteristic width ДУ of an
absorption line, the probability of excitation of an atom is
given by Wac=IvAa^o> where d2^; is a solid angle ele-
ment. The quantity .F=/vAvd2&> is the flux of photons
within the spectral line width Av. Hence

A f
av=5—=0.027—.

Av Av
(3.2)

The numerical coefficient in this expression was obtained
by substituting numerical values for the constants с, т, е
and / is the transition oscillator strength. For elements
with intermediate atomic weight and temperature of atoms
in the range 100-1000 K, the light absorption cross section
av (cross section for the optical excitation of the atom) is
found to be of the order of 10~12 cm2 (v~ 108 MHz).

The energy and spatial distribution density N*(x,v) of
excited atoms is a fundamental characteristic of an excited
gaseous medium. The evolution of N* depends signifi-
cantly on the ratio of radiative and radiationless channels
for the decay (quenching) of excited states. Let us intro-
duce the effective probability of radiative decay to the
ground state: AeS=MeSA, where Meff represents the trap-
ping of resonant radiation. Consider the following two
cases:

(a) Externally incident photon is absorbed once (single
scattering regime). All the characteristics of the gaseous
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medium are determined by the individual absorption of the
primary photon, localized at a particular point. The radi-
ating atoms do not migrate as a result of radiation transfer
(trapping).

(b) Multiple scattering. This occurs in optically dense
media, x0/> 1, where x0 is the absorption coefficient at the
central frequency of the line (v=v0) and / is a typical
linear dimension of the absorbing medium. When Лей> W
where W is the probability of quenching in any radiative or
collisional deactivation channel other than the resonance
channel, the distribution N*(x,v) evolves by multiple scat-
tering of light photons throughout the scattering medium.
In both cases, the primary excitation density a*(x,v), i.e.,
the so-called primary excitation source function, depends
on both the spectral composition of the incident radiation
and on its direction of propagation П at the point x. For
single scattering (short-lived excited atoms), the functions
N*(v) and a*(v) at the point x are related by a
Boltzmann-type transport equation which does not explic-
itly depend on the coordinate x, since the atom does not
significantly change its position during its lifetime
(A+ W)~]. When atoms are excited by a source with a
wide spectral composition, e.g., a dye laser, we have a
highly directional beam with intensity /v=/0=const and
frequency spread | v—v01.

An important characteristic of optical excitation is the
integral strength of primary excitation sources
a*= fd3xa*(x). The velocity distribution of the primary
sources of excitation for я°/> 1 (D refers to the Doppler
line profile) differs significantly from the equilibrium
(Maxwell) distribution.

The effect of line structure on the absorption of radia-
tion is of practical interest for the transformation of the
energy of the source of excitation into the excitation energy
of the medium, and the light-absorption diagnostics of a
medium. Line structure (e.g., multiple! structure) ensures
that absorption against a line background or absorption
against a continuous background are different as compared
with the case of a single unsplit line.

Thus, for spectrally nonoverlapping components of a
multiple! with a Doppler profile, the splitting of the bottom
level into n sublevels increases by the same factor the ab-
sorption in a continuous background, independently of the
ratio of statistical weights ^[1п(х0/>1)]. Conversely, for a
Lorentz profile, the increase in absorption due to the line
structure does depend on the ratio of the statistical weights
gi and reaches its maximum value of «1/2 for
g\=g2—g3 =£«• The reverse situation is observed for
absorption on a line background.

The above discussion was based on the assumption of
thermal motion of ground-state and excited-state atoms
with an isotropic velocity distribution function. Low-
temperature plasma is a model of this type of medium.
However, at present, the attention of researchers is increas-
ingly drawn to atomic beams (AB). The collisionless,
monodirectional stream of particles in the AB is a conve-
nient and universal source for a wide range of fundamental
and applied problems.

The theoretical analysis of questions relating to the

absorption and emission of light by ABs is more compli-
cated than for a gas-filled cell. This is due, in the first
instance, to the particular velocity distribution of the beam
particles.

When the perfect AB with no velocity components in
the x and у directions (1^=1^=0, yz=H=0) and no collisions
in the beam, is crossed with a monochromatic beam of
radiation of frequency v, popagating at an angle в to the z
axis (along which the beam is travelling), there is a unique
relation between the frequency of the incident light and the
component of the velocity of an atom along the light beam.
This gives rise to the selective excitation of the ensemble of
atoms with the fixed velocity vz=v, where
v = c(v—v0)/v0 cos в. When the natural line width is taken
into account, vz is found to be distributed around v with a
narrow distribution width &v~Ac(v0 cos 0)~l. When
0=ir/2, the uz distribution of optically excited atoms is the
same as the distribution of ground-state atoms, and there is
no Doppler velocity selection. Absorption of light is then
due to the natural line profile, i.e., the narrow frequency
range of the order of the natural line width that contains
the line center. In a practical beam, the transverse velocity
components vx,vy are not zero and it is useful to formulate
the restrictions on the AB model parameters, so that these
parameters can be calculated in the practical situation in
which the atomic beam is crossed with a beam of light.

It may be assumed that the exit aperture of the source
is effectively a point. This ensures that the velocity distri-
bution in the AB has a simple analytic form. The same
restriction may therefore be formulated by saying that the
solid angle subtended by the excitation region at the source
is small in comparison with the solid angle тг/?2 where /? is
the angle of the conical beam into which the particles are
emitted by the source. It follows that the excitation region
must be at a large distance from the source. This assump-
tion, and the assumption that the dimensions of the exci-
tation region are small in comparison with the distance to
the source exit, together allow us to consider that the geo-
metric parameters of the beam in the excitation region are
independent of the coordinate z along the beam axis, and
that the beam geometry in the excitation region can be
approximately represented by a cylinder. Finally, the beam
aperture angle /? is assumed small, so that we need only
take into account terms of the order of /3" where «<2.

The relationships obtained under these assumptions,
which enable us to determine the density distribution of the
primary sources of excitation are reproduced in Ref. 46.

In the classical optical excitation scheme, the absorb-
ing medium is illuminated in a given direction. This gives
rise to practical difficulties whenever it is desired to pro-
duce a large volume of a uniformly excited medium, since
one is then forced to use relatively low densities of ground-
state atoms and therefore low densities of excited atoms.
On the other hand, optical excitation by a laser beam
ensures—at least in principle—that a high degree of exci-
tation with the saturation of the optical transition is pro-
duced within the confines of the laser beam. A convenient
method is described in Ref. 46 for the excitation of an
absorbing medium. It produces a uniform distribution of
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excitation, N*(x)= const, under isotropic illumination of
the absorbing region with wide-spectrum light under radi-
ative transfer conditions.

In the latter case, the excited-particle concentration in
the expression for the chemi-ionization rate is reliably de-
termined by traditional optical diagnostics, using the ab-
sorption method, and the relative-velocity distribution of
the excited particles is found to be Maxwellian. A similar
excitation technique was used in the very first series of
studies of AI of resonantly-excited alkali-metal atoms.46

When the absorbing medium is excited by a beam of light
in a particular direction, we again find that the distribution
function has a simple analytic form. This is the case of
axisymmetric excitation by a beam of light along the axis of
a cylindrical configuration.47 The AI studies reported in
Refs. 48 and 49 employed a cylindrical laser beam and a
plane-parallel layer of a vapor. The problem of finding
N*(x) then reduces to the solution of the Biebermann-
Holstein integral equation.

Recent experimental determinations of the chemi-
ionization rate in collisions of resonantly excited atoms
employ a method50 that relies on measurements of the con-
centration of absorbing (ground-state) atoms. The method
is based on the measurement of the ratio of the effective
lifetime т to the radiative lifetime r, due to radiation trap-
ping. This can be used to determine the concentration of
absorbing atoms if its dependence on the optical density k0l
is known a priori (I is a typical linear dimension of the
vapor-containing cell). The expression obtained in the sim-
plified Milne theory of radiation transfer was used in Ref.
50 for теу/т. It is important to note that the application of
the Milne theory involves a fit of the theoretical result to
the experimental data through the use of the effective size
/eff of the reaction zone. We also note that, in contrast to
the case of the gas-filled cell for which Milne's theory is
valid when 1<тей/т<20, this region shrinks to
l<Teff/T<5.5 for a collimated AB. Calculations of radia-
tion trapping effects in different types of atomic beam are
described in Refs. 51-53. Analysis of the experiments re-
ported in Ref. 54, which employed two crossed beams and
used the method developed in Ref. 53 to calculate Teff, has
shown that the authors of Ref. 54, who relied on the un-
modified Milne theory of radiation transfer to calculate the
concentration of absorbing atoms, may have underesti-
mated it by a factor of 2.1 (Ref. 55).

Optical excitation of an atomic (molecular) beam was
noted in Ref. 56 as a promising method of investigating
collisions between excited atoms in the beam itself. This is
recommended in the first instance as a means of studying
binary collisions between atoms in short-lived excited
states. The production of charged particles in Al-type re-
actions during the excitation of resonant atomic levels is of
particular interest for applied physics. Such reactions con-
stitute an efficient way of ionizing a medium by exposure to
light quanta with energies below the ionization energy of
an isolated atom. This principle is exploited in 'resonance
ionization spectroscopy' with numerous modern
applications.3

The solution of this problem must begin with an anal-

ysis of the effect of the atomic velocity distribution on the
kinetics of the elementary process, which we shall base
here on the research reviewed in Ref. 55.

When elementary collision processes involving neutral
components of plasmas are described, it is usual to assume
that the particle velocity distribution is isotropic. The gas-
filled cell, widely used in studies of elementary processes, is
an analog of this situation. The relative velocity distribu-
tion of identical colliding particles is well known for this
situation. Atomic and gas-dynamic beams are increasingly
used in research and are expected to find still more exten-
sive applications in conjunction with the technology em-
ployed in laser chemistry and physics. The atomic beam
(AB) is also an important, and widely used, tool in atomic
spectroscopy.

Consider a perfectly collimated atomic beam. In state
of the art equipment, the velocity component of the beam
particles at right angles to the beam axis (this component
determines the beam divergence) does not exceed a few
percent and has little effect on the collision rate. We shall
take the velocity distribution of ground-state atoms in ef-
fusive or gas-dynamic atomic beams in the common form

f(v)=—exp1 i

(v-u)'

(3.3)
kTK

1/2

where v0 is the characteristic thermal velocity, determined
by the thermal motion of the beam particles, и is the mass
velocity of the gas, and Г] is a normalizing constant that
can be found from the condition

Г f(v)dv=l.
Jo

For a gas-dynamic beam, the quantities и and Tes are de-
termined by physical processes in the beam source. For an
effusive source (ES), the mass velocity is и=0 and the
temperature T^ represents the temperature of the gas in
the effusive source.

Consider the evolution of the velocity distribution
/*(i>) of excited atoms in an atomic beam. We shall sup-
pose that the beam particles are excited by electron impact
or optically. In the former case, the velocity of a beam
atom is much smaller than the velocity of an incident elec-
tron, and is unaffected by the electron impact, whereas
optical excitation occurs at the central frequency of the
atomic transition and the optical thickness of the beam is
small. In the excitation region, the function f*(v) is then
given by the expression

f * ( v ) (3.4)

where / is the distance in this region and т is the lifetime of
the excited atom.

From the practical point of view, there is particular
interest in the following two cases:
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(1) The size of the excitation region, which is deter-
mined by the diameter or the electron or light beam, is
appreciably greater than the characteristic path length VT
for the deactivation of an excited particle (v is the mean
velocity of beam particles). We then have 1—exp(—//
VT) sr 1 and f*(v) becomes identical with f ( v ) . This situ-
ation is typical for the excitation slow short-lived atoms.

(2) I^VT. Here \ — (—l/VT)^l/vr and the distribu-
tion of excited atoms differs significantly from (3.3). This
situation occurs for high mass velocities in gas-dynamic
beams or during the excitation of long-lived (metastable)
atoms in eifusive atomic beams.

The expression given by (3.4) can be written for both
cases in the combined form

„3-Я

/ =- •exp (3-5)

where Я = 1 corresponds to case (1) and Я = 2 to case (2);
Гд is a normalizing constant that can be found from the
condition

Г
Jo

fA(v)dv=l.

In the case of excitation by electron impact under the
conditions similar to those prevailing in gas-discharge plas-
mas, the velocity distributions of excited and ground-state
atoms are identical. To calculate the rate constants for the
collision process, we have to know the relative-velocity dis-
tribution function F(vcol) of the colliding atoms, where
vco\— I v i ~ v 2 l and V ] , v2 are the velocities of the colliding
particles.

3.1. Collisions within a single beam

In this case

= Г
Jo

X /"Jo
(3.6)

where f^(v\),f^2(v2) are the velocity distribution func-
tions of the colliding particles and 8 is the Dirac delta-
function. There are three possible cases, depending on the
type of colliding particles and the mass velocity of the
beam:

1. F*1;1: Я!=А2 = 0, which corresponds to collisions
between short-lived excited atoms with each other or with
ground-state atoms.

2. F*{'2: A, = l, A2 = 2 or A, = 2, A 2 =l . An example of
this distribution function is provided by collisions between
metastable and ground-state atoms in an atomic beam
from an effusive source.

3. F*2'2: А)=Я 2 = 2 describes the relative-velocity dis-
tribution function of two metastable atoms in an atomic
beam from an effusive source or two short-lived excited
atoms in a beam from a gas-dynamic source.

The expressions for /r*1;1(ucol) and F*1;2(vcol) are
given in Ref. 57. They depend significantly on the ratio of
the mass velocity и to the characteristic thermal velocity v0

of the particles. We shall confine our attention to two spe-
cial cases that are of practical interest in physics: (1) U^>VQ

and (2) u = 0. The former condition is usually well satis-
fied for the gas-dynamic beam, and the distribution func-
tion then assumes the much simpler form (which does not
depend on the type of colliding atoms):

3

IT V0

1 / Ч
exp -- (3.7)

The second case (w = 0) corresponds to collisions within
the atomic beam. In contrast to the gas-dynamic case, the
functions f*''j in effusive beams are different for different
collision partners. The function F*1>2(uco]) has the simplest
form:

(3.8)

The functions F*1;1 and F*1;2 for an effusive beam are
a more complicated.

3.2. Collisions in crossed atomic beams

Consider two identical perpendicular effusive atomic
beams whose respective sources are at the same tempera-
ture. The relative velocity of particles with velocities u, and
v2 in the two beams is vco\= (v\ + v\)}/2. Depending on the
type of colliding particles, we again have three distribution
functions:

6-0
vco\

2
vcol

«exp —-т (3.9)

where a = /+_/ — ! and Г(лс) is the is the Euler gamma-
function. The value a = 1 refers to collisions between short-
lived atoms with one another or with ground state atoms;
a = 2 corresponds to collisions of metastable atoms with
short-lived or ground-state atoms, and a = 3 refers to col-
lisions between metastable atoms.

The physical significance of 'freezing' of particles in an
atomic beam can be seen from the following simple con-
siderations. An effusive atomic beam is a beam of particles
with monodirectional velocities. Only overtaking collisions
are possible in this system, and the relative velocity (the
difference between the speeds of the particles) is always
less than the velocity of one of the colliding atoms. In
low-temperature plasmas, the velocities of colliding atoms
can have any direction, so that there are both overtaking
and head-on collisions. The relative velocity can then ex-
ceed the velocity of an individual particle. A similar situ-
ation obtains in the gas-dynamic beam in which all the
particle velocities again point in the same direction but the
velocity component v' = v — и is randomly distributed be-
cause the mass velocity и adds to the particle velocity. It
follows that v' can be either positive or negative, so that
both overtaking and head-on collisions are possible in a
frame moving with velocity u. The greater the mass veloc-
ity м, the less stringent the restrictions imposed on the
magnitude of the relative velocity in head-on collisions.
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FIG. 5. Relative-velocity distribution function for thermal
beams of particles crossing at an angle в (Ref. 58). Values of в
in degrees are shown against the curves.

Advances in experimental chemi-ionization studies
have led to a peculiar paradox whereby traditional tech-
niques for the processing and comparison of experimental
data have ceased to keep up with the new experimental
techniques now available. In particular, published AI rate
constants must now be corrected for errors introduced in
determinations of concentration by optical methods under
the conditions of resonant radiation trapping.55 Inadequate
allowance for trapping effects leads to significant errors in
the concentration of excited atoms and, hence, to errors in
the reaction rates. Another possible source of error in the
interpretation of data is the polarization eifect that is ab-
sent for ordinary (nonlaser) radiation sources. It was
found in 1982 that the yield of molecular sodium ions from
reaction (2.2) was a maximum when the polarization vec-
tor of the exciting radiation was parallel to the direction of
the atomic beam. Studies of the polarization dependence of
chemi-ionization rate constants yield more precise infor-
mation on the nature of the quasimolecular autoionization
terms of X*. However, it is important to note that the
probability of depolarizing collisions is usually ignored in
this type of analysis. At the same time, we know that the
corresponding cross sections are of the order of 10~14 cm2

and can already be significant for particle densities
N0= 1010 cm~3, i.e., in the practical beam experiment.

A single atomic beam may be looked upon as a special
case of two crossed beams. An expression for the relative-
velocity distribution function Fe(vcol) of atoms in two dif-
ferent thermal-particle beams at an arbitrary angle в to one
another (0<0< 180°) is derived in Ref. 58. The distribution
function for two beams containing particles of different
mass and crossing at an angle of тг/2 is given in Ref. 59.
Graphs of Fe(vcol) are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that, as
в increases, the curves spread into the high velocity region.
In most beam experiments, the collimation angle is of the
order of 10°, so that a rapid variation in Fe(vco}) when
0<10° may, in a real experiment, affect significantly the
reaction yield at low velocities исЫ.

Analysis of differences between the distribution func-
tions F(vco]) of the atomic beam and the gas cell (plasma)
shows that, at high velocities, the behavior of theses func-
tions is determined by an exponential factor whose argu-
ment for Fpl(ycol) is smaller by a factor of 2 than for
Fe(ucol) when Я-/2 < в<тг/2, and by the factor 2/(l
+ |cos#|) when 7г/2<0<7г. This means, that when the

temperatures of the beam source (ГАВ) and of the gas cell
(TPL) are equal, the fraction of fast collisions in the cell is
appreciably greater than in the atomic beams crossing at
в < ?r/2. In endothermic reactions occurring in of fast col-
lisions, УСО!>УО> tne behavior of the distribution function
Fe(vcol) is asymptotically exponential and the rate con-
stant is characterized by the exponential factor

k=k'(v0 cos

IT
b=\ for 0<0<-,

b=(\+\co&6\Y

(3.10)

7Г

for-

where k' is a power function of v0 and cos 9, and yth is the
threshold velocity.

It is clear from (3.3) that k depends significantly on
the angle в. For тг/2<0<тт, a change in the argument of
the exponential, e.g., at vlb = 2v0, produces an increase in k
by approximately an order of magnitude as в increases
from тг/2 to ir. For 0<0<тг/2, the argument of the expo-
nential in (3.10) is constant. We also note that the ratio of
the arguments of the exponential exp(i^i/Uo) in the distri-
bution functions corresponding to the effusive and gas-
dynamic sources at the same temperature Т is equal to 2.
This can be interpreted as a reduction in the 'effective'
temperature Т of the beam of either kind as compared with
the source temperature for threshold reactions. The effi-
cacy of the threshold collision process as a whole increases
monotonically as в increases fro 0 to 180°. We note that the
determination of the rate constant k(9) as a function of в
in a beam experiment with a fixed temperature Т of effu-
sive sources is an analog of the determination of the rate
constant as a function of temperature.

It is clear from Fig. 5 that, for a single beam (9=0),
the average value of ucol is reduced by a factor of 2 as
compared with the case of the gas cell. In the figure, the
range IT/2 <9<тт corresponds to the case of plasma. Rig-
orous calculations show that the factor is 2.7. The mean
collision rate in the atomic beam is thus lower by a factor
of 2.7 than it is in the beam source, and this corresponds to
a reduction in the mean collision energy by a factor of 7.3.
For a source temperature of 400 K, which is typical of
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alkali-metal atoms, the mean collision energy is found to be
Ecot=0.005 eV. Such collisions are often referred to in the
literature as subthermal and constitute an intermediate
case between thermal collisions with Ecol=0.1-1 eV and
cold collisions with Em]<0.00\ eV in experiments with
laser cooling and confinement of particles.

4. CHEMI-IONIZATION IN COLLISIONS OF RESONANTLY
EXCITED ATOMS AND THE SODIUM PARADOX

4.1. The type of studies of elementary processes

The type of studies of elementary processes undertaken
in low-temperature plasma physics is largely dictated by
the needs of applied physics. This in turn presupposes
rapid theoretical interpretation and purposeful utilization
of the experimental results. In low-temperature plasma
physics, chemi-ionization reactions are traditionally re-
garded as providing an effective channel for the production
of molecular ions. Applications of these reactions in opto-
galvanic spectroscopy, isotope separation, preionization in
high-pressure discharges, and so on have all been pro-
posed.

Chemi-ionization processes with appreciable rate con-
stants k are being incorporated in an increasingly rigorous
manner in transport equations for low-temperature plas-
mas. This refers in the first instance to studies involving
inert-gas and alkali-metal atoms in the lowest of all the
possible (resonance) excited states because of the extensive
applications in science and technology. Two possibilities
are then found to arise (see, for example, Ref. 46). They
are:

(1) Total excitation energy greater than the ionization
potential of an individual atom (2t/*> t/j).

(2) Total excitation energy smaller than the ionization
potential (2t/*<t/j).

Case (1) includes the ionization of the atoms of hy-
drogen, inert gases, the halogens, nitrogen, and oxygen,
whereas case (2) includes the ionization of alkali-metals,
rare-earth elements, uranium, and most metals.

4.2. Experimental methods of studying chemi-ionization

Ionization during the excitation of cesium vapor in a
space-charge limited cesium diode was reported5 in 1930
and was interpreted as associative ionization. Although
this method is difficult to modify for quantitative measure-
ments, it has been used until quite recently whenever there
was a need for recording elementary light absorption, fol-
lowed by ionization, e.g., in the so-called heat pipe,60 in
estimates of the relative contribution of different excited
states to ionization,61 and in controlling laser-radiation
parameters.80 The first series of quantitative measurements
of the rate constants for (2.2) was performed in the 1970s
on group one elements. These publications proposed and
implemented a method of optical excitation of a medium
under the conditions of radiative transfer, in which vol-
umes of the order of 100 cm3 could be uniformly excited.46

The advent of tuneable lasers provided a further stimulus
to such atomic beam54'62 and gas cell49'63 experiments.
However, such studies of resonantly excited alkali-metal

atoms appear to have been confined to sodium atoms. The
concentration of excited atoms was determined by fluores-
cence and photoionization methods, whereas the concen-
tration of ground-state atoms was found from photoioniza-
tion and the effective excited-state lifetime.50'54'62

Ionization in an external electric field is widely used to
determine N** in studies of highly-excited atoms. In recent
work, reaction (2.2) has been investigated for sodium, us-
ing Doppler velocity selection of excited atoms. In princi-
ple, this method enables us to investigate not only the rate
constant and the cross section for the process as functions
of particle energy,65"67 but also the distribution of the re-
sulting molecular ions over the vibrational states, using an
additional ion photodissociation channel.68 We can thus
lower the energies down to E~ 0.005 eV with an energy
resolution of Л£<0.005 eV, which corresponds to an ef-
fective temperature Т=20 К (Ref. 67). In this method of
velocity selection of excited atoms, the rate constant k is a
function of the angle в between the directions of laser and
atomic beams, and is a minimum for 0=90°. We note that,
by using a monodirectional thermal beam to investigate
chemi-ionization processes within the beam itself we at the
same time significantly reduce the relative collision energy
in comparison with the thermal energy of the beam source
(Fig. 5). A record result was obtained in 1988: the AI rate
constant of sodium was measured at Т=0.001 К, using
laser cooling and confinement in an atomic beam.43 More-
over, polarized laser radiation has been used for the optical
excitation atoms as a means of obtaining information on
the individual magnetic sublevels of excited states and of
determining the symmetry of the quasimolecular terms of
Xf that are effective in chemi-ionization.

Mass selection of ions produced in these reactions can
be carried out with quadrupole64 and time-of-flight mass
spectrometers.62 Quadrupole mass spectrometers have high
mass resolution, whereas time-of-flight measurements have
higher threshold sensitivity and can be used to analyze
reaction products with good time resolution. Electrons,
which are also released during the chemi-ionization of ex-
cited particles, can be examined by electron spectroscopy
(ES) with energy resolution Д£ = 0.02 eV, which means
that it is possible to observe the vibrational-rotational
structure of the resulting molecular ions.69 ES methods are
thus another way of selecting the states of molecular ions,
in addition to the mass-spectrometric method. All these
methods are used in studies of both quasimetastable (long-
lived) and short-lived excited atoms.

The effect of the polarization of radiation on the AI
exit channel was first investigated in Ref. 70 where the
example of associative ionization of resonantly-excited so-
dium atoms was used to show that the yield of molecular
ions was a maximum when the atomic beam was parallel to
the polarization vector of the exciting radiation (these ex-
periments employed linearly polarized light). The ion yield
was found to fall to 60% of maximum for 0~60°, where в
is the angle between the radiation polarization vector and
the direction of the atomic beam. Subsequent
measurements71'72 confirmed the results reported in Ref.
70.
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Atomic spin alignment can also influence Penning ion-
ization. A well-known example is that of ionization in
asymmetric collisions between metastable helium atoms
and ground-state rubidium atoms:

He(23S1)+Rb(52S1/2)-He(l1S0
(4.1)

The total electron spin in the initial states of the atoms
is St = 1/2, 1,3/2 and the total spin in the final states is
S2=l /2. According to Wigner's rule, only 1/3 of all col-
lisions can therefore result in ionization. The yield of
charged reaction products should therefore rise apprecia-
bly when the spins of the colliding particles are antiparal-
lel, and this has been confirmed experimentally.73 It is im-
portant to remember that we can speak of the conservation
of total spin only in the case of L— S coupling between
orbital and spin angular momenta for which the spin an-
gular momentum is a 'good' quantum number.

According to Ref. 74, the cross section for Penning
ionization at thermal velocities can be written in the form

cap' (4.2)

where /spin is a statistical factor that represents the prob-
ability that the process is allowed by the total electron spin
of the system of colliding particles, PPl is the probability of
ionization in an elementary collision event (Pfl^l), and
<rcap is the cross section for the polarization capture of a
particle in the attractive potential well for small nuclear
separations. Like the statistical weight of the excited state,
/spin can be expressed in terms of the spin parameters of
particles, so that the cross section <TPI may be expected to
depend on the statistical weight of the final excited state in
the chemi-ionization reaction. This has been demonstrated
experimentally,75 for the reaction

He(21S0)+Cs-He(l1S0)+Cs+* + ( (4.3)

According to Ref. 75, the energy levels of the cesium
ions with low statistical weights are less likely to be excited
than levels with high statistical weights. This observation
was also subsequently confirmed by the same research
group for closely-spaced doublet states of excited ions in
collisions of group two atoms with with metastable inert-
gas atoms. Chemi-ionization has also been investigated in
inert-gas plasmas by plasma electron spectroscopy76 and,
of course, mass spectrometry.77 In the latter cases, a satis-
factory result requires careful choice of experimental con-
ditions, plasma geometry, pressure, degree of ionization of
the medium, optimum design of the system used to select
charged particles from plasma, and so on. Sufficiently re-
liable separation of chemi-ionization channels for different
initial states of the excited atom can be achieved by selec-
tive laser excitation of after-glowin plasma. We conclude
that the level of international standards in experimental
studies of chemi-ionization is very high.

Analysis of existing experiments on collisional ioniza-
tion of atoms and molecules at thermal energies enables us
to formulate the basic conditions that must be satisfied by
measurement procedures and technologies. Beam experi-
ments are easier to interpret, and further processes in

which charged particles are emitted are then easier to take
into account. Mass-spectrometric and electron-energy
analyses are simpler under these conditions, and ultrahigh
vacuum allows the exclusion of readily ionized impurities
with high reaction rates.7'78 Cryogenic screens can be used
in beam experiments to reduce, quite substantially, the ef-
fect of thermal radiation on excitation selectivity. More-
over, when the signal level is low, beam experiments re-
quire individual-particle counting with adequate time
resolution and long-term storage if additional information
on process kinetics is to be acquired.

Laser excitation with Doppler velocity selection of col-
lision partners in beam experiments enables us to proceed
from measurements of the effective reaction rate constants
to determinations of cross sections. Unfortunately,
continuously-operating tuneable lasers have not been
widely used (with the exception of sodium) in selective
excitation in experiments of this kind because of their lim-
ited tuning range and the energy parameters of radiation
produced by them. Pulsed lasers are the most effective
means of securing the necessary output power levels and
tuning range between UV and IR. Moreover, when time
resolution is high enough, excitation by laser pulses offers
additional possibilities for studies of the kinetics of the
processes under investigation. This requires automated sys-
tems for the control of laser radiation parameters and sig-
nal acquisition. The excitation system must have a wide
power output range in order to ensure saturated transitions
in studies of collisions between excited particles. An im-
portant problem in ionization experiments is the determi-
nation of the absolute concentration of initial reagents in
excited and ground states, which are preferably measured
by a number of independent methods. In the case of beam
experiments, the concentration of Rydberg atoms is found
from the measured fluorescence intensity or absorption co-
efficient for the analyzing radiation, which are are usefully
complemented by field ionization whose efficiency ap-
proaches 100% for high excited states.

4.2.1. Inert gases. The theoretical paper by Garrison
et al. that appeared in the 1970s and had a considerable
influence on low-temperature plasma physics, reported cal-
culations of the cross sections for reactions (2.2) and (2.3)
with the participation of metastable helium atoms. The
total cross section of He(23S), evaluated over both chan-
nels for collision energies in the range 0.01-0.13 eV was
found to agree to within experimental error (± 30%) with
beam81'82 and plasma83 experiments. However, the branch-
ing ratio CTAI/(CTAI + O-PI)= 0.46 ±0.006, obtained in beam
experiments for (2.2) and (2.3), at collision energy
£=0.033 eV, was very different from the calculated
value.80 The data obtained for у in Ref. 80 were subse-
quently critically examined in Ref. 84. The result was a
new value of 7 that lay in the range 0.10-0.14, depending
on the assumptions made about the transmission of the
centrifugal barrier ДС/=0.7 eV on the potential curve of
X f . Similar values were also obtained by plasma electron
spectroscopy in experiments with decaying plasmas.76'84

Experimental data reported in Refs. 81 and 82 for E < 0.1
eV show that aAI+PI~J?~038, which is close to the func-
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tion a=E 1/3 obtained in the polarization capture model
for the attractive van der Waals type potential.

The polarization capture rates, calculated for the pairs
He(23S),He(2'S) and He(21S),He(21S) with allowance
for Wigner's rule and the indistinguishability principle in
collisions between identical particles, are found to be
higher than for He(23S),He(23S), which is in agreement
with the experiment reported in Ref. 76. Hence it follows
in particular that the calculated or measured rate constants
for reactions (2.2) and (2.3) must significantly depend on
the relative populations of metastable states in the reaction
entrance channel. For the decaying plasma, the main com-
ponent of metastable states are the triplet states He(23S).
This is so because the singlet atoms He(2!S) are readily
deactivated by electron impact in times of the order of
10~4 s. In the active phase of the discharge and early after-
glow, the main contribution to chemi-ionization is pro-
vided by singlet metastable states. The He^ ions produced
in (2.2) occupy the upper vibrational states. In beam ex-
periments, the ions take about 5x Ю"6 s to reach the col-
lector, so that vibrationally excited molecular ions with
lifetimes shorter 5xlO~ 6 s are not recorded. In plasmas,
the upper vibrationally-excited states of He^ can be deac-
tivated with the dissociation of the ion. This suggests lower
values of 7 in mass-spectrometer diagnostics of plasmas at
higher pressures. This may be one of the reasons for the
discrepancy with the values of у obtained in plasma exper-
iments. According to measurements on decaying plasmas
performed by electron spectroscopy76 and by mass
spectroscopy,85 the ionization rate constants for binary col-
lisions of metastable atoms of helium, neon, argon, kryp-
ton, and xenon lie in the range 10~9-1.5X 10~9 cm3 s~' at
Г=300 К. It was only for (2.2) with the participation of
two metastable atoms Ne(3P2) that the measured rate con-
stants were found to be smaller by a factor of 3. The same
data indicated that у lay in the range 0.05-0.10, i.e., close
to the values for helium81'82 and for the asymmetric process
Ar* + Kr* (Ref. 81). In the latter case, the rate constant is
(3.1±0.6)XlO~ 9 cm^ 3 s (Ref. 81). The function у(Е) is
plotted in Fig. 6 for 2He*, He*Ne*, and Ar*Kr* collisions.

Currently available published data enable us to draw
two important conclusions about low-temperature plas-
mas: (1) the ionization rate constants for binary collisions
of metastable inert-gas atoms at room temperature are of
the order of 10~9 cm3 s~', and the main ionization channel
is then the production of atomic ions and (2) at energies
below 0.1 eV (see Fig. 6), the magnitude of у increases
with decreasing energy E. The relative yield of molecular
ions is therefore greater in cryogenic plasmas. In view of
this, it is interesting to consider recent experimental and
theoretical studies86 of binary collisions between metasta-
ble helium atoms at thermal and subthermal energies by
high-resolution electron spectroscopy. These experiments
employed a single beam of metastable atoms (£=0.0016
eV) and two crossed beams (£=0.061 eV; see Sec. 3). The
effective reduction—by an order of magnitude—in colli-
sion energy was found to correspond to a substantial re-
duction (from 62 to 17) in the number of partial waves
that had to be taken into account in the cross section, and

10 -2

1-3

fie*
He*

10- fO~ f,eV

FIG. 6. Branching ratio у for reactions (2.2) and (2.3) as a function of
the particle energy according to beam measurements.81

allowed the observation of the structure of the electron
spectrum due to interference between incident and scat-
tered partial waves in the reaction entrance channel.

The total cross section for reactions (2.2) and (2.3)
found in these experiments was ст(0.033 eV) = 106X 10~16

cm2 for the pair He(23S),He*(23S), which is in good
agreement with published data. It was also found that
a~E~a where a = 0.33 for 10-4<£<5XlO-J eV and
a =0.27 for 0.03<J?<0.09 eV. The measured relative cross
sections for the He*(2'S),He*(23S) and
He*(23S),He*(23S) reactions in the case of single and
crossed beams were found to vary between 2.7 and 2.1,
which on the whole was in agreement with the ratio of the
polarization capture cross sections.

4.2.2. Metal atoms. Between 1975 and 1985, many
laboratories began studies of chemi-ionization of
resonantly-excited alkali-metal atoms. It was found that
the differences between beam and gas-cell (plasma) data
were significantly greater than could be acsribed to exper-
imental uncertainties alone. The validity of published val-
ues of the necessary constants ("sodium paradox"55) was
therefore immediately questioned. The entire situation was
analyzed in detail in Ref. 55 and it was shown that the
spread in the published experimental results could be as-
cribed at least in part to the properties of the velocity
distribution of the atomic excitation function F ( v ) in dif-
ferent types of experiment. Below, we present new data,
obtained mostly after 1986. Calculations of F ( v ) (see Sec.
3) performed for the gas cell (plasma) have shown that
this function was different from the distribution for the
single beam, with the crossed beams occupying an inter-
mediate position in this respect (see Fig. 5). For equal
temperatures of the beam source and the gas cell, the dis-
tribution F ( v ) contains more fast particles in the case of
the gas cell. A model AI cross section was used in Ref. 55;
according to Ref. 87 the AI cross section increases with
energy near the threshold (a repulsive quasimolecular po-
tential was considered). Recent work65'66 has demon-
strated a threshold-type behavior of the cross section for
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FIG. 7. The AI cross section for Na(32P) + Na(32P)-Na2++e in the
energy range 0.3-0.003 eV: <r, and <72

 refer to parallel and antiparallel
atomic spin orientations. Mean: Ъ=а\+а-1.

.1 eV, which agrees with Ref. 87, and also the presence
of a cross section peak in the energy range 0.005 <£<0.1
eV whose size is comparable with cr(0.3 eV) (Fig. 7).
Hence it follows that, for sodium, existing evidence con-
firms multichannel AI in (2.2). This had been proposed
for helium in Ref. 88.

Recent high-resolution electron spectroscopy89 shows
that the distribution of molecular ions produced in (2.2)
over the vibrational states is independent of the polariza-
tion of the colliding particles, and that a population peak is
observed for и=2 and y=3. These data also indicate that,
in a monodirectional atomic beam with a reduced number
of 'fast' atoms, there is only one ionization channel that is
due to the crossing of the ionic molecular continuum by
the initial quasimolecular term for vibrational quantum
numbers v < 6.

The good agreement between the experimental data in
Ref. 89 and the theory in Refs. 90 and 91 enables us to
identify the intial quasimolecular term as 32+, i.e., an at-
tractive term with Rc^5 a.u..

New AI channels become available in the plasma (gas
cell) of crossing or counter propagating beams.92 They are
due to the crossing of the ionic and covalent molecular
terms in the region of the 10th vibrational state of Na^
(the '2+ term90 or the 12~ term55). This may also be
responsible for the complex character of the function a(E)
obtained in Ref. 66 by polarization spectroscopy used in
conjunction with laser velocity selection of excited atoms.
The alternative approach is to use the model of Ref. 21,
which suggests that cr(E) may acquire a set of ionization
resonances when the condensation of vibrationally excited
terms of the quasimolecule Naf interacts with the low-
lying vibrational state of the ion Na^. The peak observed
on a(E) in Ref. 66 may actually be the envelope of a large
number of unresolved narrow resonances. We note that, to
explain the measured peak width, an additional assump-
tion had to be introduced in the model of Ref. 21: it was
assumed that the autoionization AI width decreased with
decreasing Rc. The authors of Ref. 67 used their own com-
plicated procedure to reconstruct a(E) from the polariza-
tion dependence of the AI signal, and obtained a set of
cross sections for intermediate quasimolecular states with

different values of the projection of the total electron an-
gular momentum of the system. However, the conclusion67

that the total AI cross section was independent of the par-
ticle energy in a wide range of energy values does not agree
with the data in Ref. 66 or the conclusions of Ref. 55. The
theory developed in Ref. 67 also did not take into account
depolarizing collisions or possible inelastic transfers of ex-
citation from the initial 2Na(32P) term to the
Na(32S,42D) term with characteristic cross sections
ст= 10~15 cm2. The AI cross section CTAI was calculated in
Ref. 44 by semiclassical methods for collision energies in
the range 103 K>7>10~4 K, and it was concluded that a
increased monotonically with decreasing energy. It is
known, however, that nuclear motion remains classical on
the approach stage, but only down to !T> 1 K. Hence it is
a relatively unexpected result that the data obtained in Ref.
44 agree with the measurements reported in Ref. 43 for
Г=10~3-10~4 К. The order-of-magnitude result
cr~10~13 cm2 suggests that, in addition to the resonance
noted in Ref. 66, there is a narrow giant resonance on the
function a for E->0. On the other hand, the properties of
collisional ionization at subcryogenic temperatures remain
practically unknown.

A new aspect of 'very cold' collisions between two
resonantly-excited sodium atoms held in a light trap is
discussed in a recent paper.93 It is suggested in that paper
that the production of Na^ ions in low laser intensities
(N*/NQ~\0~3) can be considered as the following four-
stage process: (1) Na+Na+Av1->Na* + Na*, (2,3) the
particle pair moves in the attractive potential of the quasi-
molecule with the simultaneous absorption of the laser
photon hv2 and the associated production of a pair of res-
onantly excited atoms (Na+Na*+Av-»Na* + Na*), and
(4) the two excited atoms interact and produce the molec-
ular ion. The proposed aproach opens up a way of control-
ling the AI process between wide limits by varying the
incident intensity and the photon energies hvl,hv2. For
effective collision temperatures of 10~6 K, the rate con-
stant for this type of multistage process can range93 be-
tween 10~8 and 10~9 cm3 s~' which is greater than the
value measured at Г=10~3 К by two or three orders of
magnitude.

Thus, on the one hand, sodium is the most extensively
investigated example of (2.2) for metal atoms, whilst, on
the other hand, newly published data are not entirely free
from internal contradiction. Table I lists the AI rate con-
stants of reaction (2.2) for sodium.55 The corresponding
values for other alkali metals can be found in the review
literature.3'4 These data can be used directly for low-
temperature plasmas because they are the result of mea-
surements on gas cells in which the atoms are excited un-
der the conditions of resonant radiation transfer. The
detailed examination given in Ref. 46 of radiation transfer
under isotropic broad-spectrum primary illumination re-
veals that this type of excitation is valid in quantitative
studies of endothermic AI processes. A further significant
point here is the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the
excited atoms, which means that optical diagnostics can be
used for excited atoms. Such studies have much in com-
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TABLE I. Corrected55'92 AI rate constants for the process
2P) + Na(32P)-Na2

++e.

Experimental conditions

Gas cell (plasma)
Beams crossing at 90°

Single beam

Beam source
temperature,
temperature
of saturated

vapor, К

550

570
580

*, 10~'cm3 s~'

3,8 [1]

3,4 [541
0,03 [62]

и>
'с

10

в

6

500 BOO _ „
7, К

700

mon methodologically with early measurements of the
photoionization cross sections of resonantly-excited atoms,
and have been carried out with the same apparatus.

The analysis of experimental data given in Ref. 46 (Ta-
ble II) does not take into account fine level splitting, i.e., it
assumes that ^i/2,i/2==^3/2,3/2=^i/2,3/2> where the sub-
scripts are the values of the quantum number j of the
colliding excited atoms. It is important to note, however,
that for the resonant 32P states of sodium, the ratio
^3/23/2/^1/21/2 varied between 10 and 4 in the resonant
flux-density range 104-106 W - c m ~ 2 (see also the beam
measurements reported in Ref. 95).

We know of no measurements of the reaction rate of
(2.2) in the case of lithium. Since the reaction energy de-
fect estimated from tabulated data is about 0.5 eV, it may
be expected that the corresponding reaction rate constant
should be 10~15-10~16 cm3 s~'. The activation energies
listed in the Table II were obtained from the measured
values of the temperature function k(T). When АС/т^О,
the expression for the reaction rate contains the factor exp(
— &U/T) which largely determines the temperature func-
tion k(T). Strictly speaking, this is valid only for cross
sections the are slowly-varying functions of the energy of
relative motion of the colliding particles. However, the ex-
ponetial factor appears in more realistic cases of cross sec-
tions as well. The strong (exponential) dependence of the
reaction rate for AI from resonant levels of alkali-metal

TABLE II. Rate constants and activation energies Д£/ for binary colli-
sions of resonantly-excited alkali-metal ions.3

Collision
partners

2Cs(6 2P)

2Kb (5 2P)

2K(4 2P)

2Na(3 2P)

2Ш22Р)

A£/,eV

0,33 ± 0,04

0,20 ± 0,03

.50,1

>0,5

jfc.cm3 s"1

(2±0,2)-10"13,
Г = 425 К

(3,2 ±0,4)- 10"",
T = 470K

(9±2)-10"1Э.
Г = 500К

(3,8 ±0,4) -10"",
T = 580K

io-|5-io"16

M>col*>.

cm2

3,4-10""

0,64 -10"17

1,3 -10"17

3,8-10""

*) uco| is the mean relative velocity for collisions at
temperature T.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the AI rate constant of cesium at
Г=713 К according to Refs. 46 and 61: /—Cs(62S) + Cs(82P)
-Cs2

++e, 2—Cs(62S)+Cs(72P)-Cs2++e, 3—2Cs(62P)-»Cs2

+ +e.
Solid curves—calculated from the formula k~(}+bU/kT)e-*u/kT;
AJ7= J/i—Oc

+ —2f/*, £>c
+—dissociation energy of the molecular

ion Cs2
+.

atoms must be taken into account in any real plasma ex-
periment. The temperature can thus reach ~ 103 К in the
plasma of the low-voltage arc discharge in cesium. The AI
rate constant of resonantly excited cesium atoms, for ex-
ample, is greater by two orders of magnitude as compared
with the data in Table II, reaching 10-11 cm3 s~'.

lonization in binary collisions between atoms in low-
lying excited states other than resonant states was first
investigated in Ref. 61 in the special case

Cs(62P)+Cs(52D)-Cs2++e. (4.4)

When Г = 500 K, the reaction rate is 1.5X 10~10 cm3

s"1. This high rate constant is due in the first instance to
the much lower activation energy (energy threshold) of
the reaction. Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence
of the rate constant for AI with the participation of atoms
in low-lying excited states (experimental data from Ref.
61, analyzed in Ref. 46). It is clear that AI with the par-
ticipation of atoms in low-lying excited states of alkali-
metal atoms must be treated above all as a process with a
threshold. Hence it follows, in particular, that the cross
sections obtained simply by dividing the measured rate
constant by the mean relative velocity of the particles (last
column in Table II) are not acceptable. The efficacy of
threshold AI processes depends significantly on the shape
of the particle velocity distribution, so that published data
on such processes are, strictly speaking, admissible only of
the corresponding conditions are the same. When the con-
ditions are different, the data must be re-examined, and
this can only be done if we know the corresponding terms
of the quasimolecules and the molecular ion. The yield of
AI reactions with an energy threshold is largely governed
by the quantity ДС//7" where Т is the temperature of the
neutral component of the plasma, gas cell, or beam source.
When this parameter is large, the reaction rate in plasma is
much greater than the rate of the same reaction in the
thermal beam. Hence AI reactions with large Д U are prob-
ably best investigated for the gas cell or the gas-dynamic
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beam. The reaction yield in a single effusive atomic beam is
the lowest of all the special cases considered above. It is
also possible to give an opposite example in which the yield
increases as we pass to the beam experiment. For this to
happen, the characteristic thermal energy must exceed the
threshold value, and the cross section must fall more rap-
idly than v~J.

Since the AI reaction rate constant is difficult to cal-
culate theoretically, measurements of k and the consequent
improvements in the model parameters will be of immedi-
ate interest, at least for the next few years. Until recently,
quantitative data on AI in binary collisions between metal
atoms in low-lying excited states (other than the alkali
metals) were available for mercury and cadmium. The
lower triplet states of these atoms can be populated by a
combined optical and collision method96 in which colli-
sions of the second kind between optically excited atoms
X(n3Pi) and molecules produce the effective population of
Х(л3Р0) states. The rate constant for the process
Hg*(63P0) + Hg*(63P0) - Hg2++e*AI = (4.0±0.8)
X 10"10 cm3 s~', Г = 295 К, which is in good agreement
with calculations based on polarization capture theory and
enables us to treat this process as having no threshold. The
rate constant obtained earlier for the process
Hg*(63P0)+Hg*(63P,)-Hg2

++e was found to be97

JtA1 = 1.2x 10~9 cmV1 at Г=400 К, which is greater by
a factor of about three than the result of the polarization
capture calculations. For the cadium atom, the effective
value of kM for the set of 53P0;i,2 states was 4x 10~12 cm3

s~' at Г=575 К. This is significantly lower than the result
of polarization capture calculations, showing that in this
case the process has a threshold. For binary collisions be-
tween metal atoms in excited or resonant states, the main
ionization channel is AI (7=!), i.e., we have a situation
that is the inverse of that in inert gases.

Ionization has also been recorded for the mixtures
Cs-Hg, Cs-Cd, and Rb-Cd excited optically to the и3Р,
resonant states of the second component (see Ref. 46).
Such systems are interesting because they offer the pros-
pect of UV detection in which these mixtures are used in
low-voltage selective receivers of UV radiation from reso-
nant transitions in group two elements. Quantitative data
on reaction rates for these processes are available only for

TABLE III. Total rate constants for the quenching of rare-gas metastable
atoms by ground-state alkali-metal atoms.

Cs(62S1/2)+Hg(63P1) .Cs+(51S0)+Hg(61S0)+e,
(4.5)

for which ст= (6 ± 2) X 10 14 cm2 which is greater by more
than an order of magnitude than expected from the
Katsuura-Smirnov model. One of the reasons why the ex-
perimental result is too high (by a factor of 3.3) is that,
according to Ref. 46, the ion current was not normalized
correctly. Moreover, the experimental results may have
been affected by secondary processes that produced addi-
tional ionization of the medium.

Table III lists experimental data on Penning ionization
with the participation of metastable inert-gas and alkali-
metal atoms [reactions (4.1)], obtained for pulsed-
discharge afterglow from measured values of the total
quenching rates of metastable states. It is clear from the

Collision
partners

He(23S) Zn
Na
К
Rb
Cs

He(2'S)
Ne(3P0) Cs
Ne(3P2)

A, 10-° em's-1

Theory,
Г=ЗООК

9,2 [98]
8,1 [98]
9;0 [98]
9,1 [98]
9,7 [98]

Experiment

5,1 ± 1,5
7,7 ±1,5
12,0 ±2,4, 7 = 350 К
4,5 ± 0,9
4,4 ± 1,6, 7 =450 К
15 ±6
31 ±9, 7 =450 К
30 ±9

[99]
[99]
[99]
[99]
[100]
[100]
[101]
[101]

table, and was noted above, that, since total spin angular
momentum must be conserved, the magnitude of £AI is
greater for He(23S!)+Cs(62S1/2) than for He(21S0)
+Cs(62S1/2). Such reactions attracted the attention of re-
searchers in 1973 since it had been suggested that they had
a decisive role in producing population inversion in lasers
employing ionized cadium and zinc vapor.102 However,
such lasers have not joined the range of gas lasers available
so far. Moreover, there is published evidence that electron-
atom collisions play an important role in the population of
the upper laser level under these conditions.103

Heavier cluster ions are produced in plasmas at pres-
sures greater than 0.01 mm Hg because of three-particle
conversion of atomic ions, the nonresonant charge transfer
between the atomic ion and the molecules, and ion-
molecule transfer processes. The rates in the first two chan-
nels are comparable for p> 10 mm Hg (pairs of alkali-
metal ions). For p>\ mm Hg, the cluster ions
X£ ,X^~ ,...X+ may become the principal ionic component
of the alkali-metal plasma with normal-component temper-
ature T< 1000 K. In this connection, we note that chemi-
ionization in collisions between excited molecules and
resonantly-excited atoms of the same species, i.e.,

Xf + X*- >X3
++e (4.6)

can also have appreciable effective rate constants. Pro-
cess (4.6) is interesting because it allows us, at least in
principle, to produce cluster ions X* with predetermined
composition by choosing the corresponding excited colli-
sion partners.

4.2.3. Molecular gases. Chemi-ionization processes in-
volving excited molecules are of practical interest above all
for the description of ionization kinetics in glow-discharge
plasmas, afterglow plasmas, plasmochemical devices, and
active laser media. Publications on these processes issued
up to the beginning of the 80s are reviewed in Ref. 105 in
which processes such as

N2(X12+y1)+N2(Z,t;2)-N4
++e(y!>13),

N2(X12+ ,1;,) +N2(X
15;g

+ ,v2) -

(4.7)

52)
(4.8)
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are looked upon as probable ionization mechanisms for the
glow discharge105"107 in molecular nitrogen, its afterglow,
and the N2 + He mixture. In the above expressions,
N2(Z,v2) are highly-excited metastable states (£exc~12.2
eV). The influence of vibrational excitation of nitrogen
molecules on ionization in a glow discharge was also ex-
amined in recent papers.108"109 According to these data, the
main ionization channel in the low-pressure nitrogen glow
discharge is the AI process with the participation of nitro-
gen in a''l~ and states:

N2(a'12-)+N2(A32+)-N++e,

+N2(a"2u

(4.9)

(4.10)

The published rate constants for these processes were
mostly obtained by fitting the data to the kinetic model of
the positive column (afterglow plasma) so as to ensure the
best agreement between calculated and measured plasma
parameters. According to Refs. 108 and 109, the rate con-
stants estimated in this way for (4.9) and (4.10) He in the
range 5X10~"-6X10-12 cm for (4.9) and
2X10~H-5X10~1 2 cm3 s"1 for (4.10) at gas tempera-
tures of the order of 103 K. However the lower ionization
constants reported in the more recent paper109 is probably
more reliable. The following upper limit for the degree of
vibrational excitation of the X1^ state of molecular ni-
trogen in reaction (4.7) is also proposed in Ref. 109:
i>!<20. Similar estimates of the chemi-ionization rate con-
stant of molecular gases are also available for CO-
containing discharges.110 The ionization balance in mix-
tures such as He-Co and He-CO-O2 that are typical for
the working media of powerful CO lasers was also dis-
cussed in Ref. 110. The best agreement between model
calculations and measurements is achieved by assuming
that the principal ionization mechanism in He-CO-O2

mixtures is the following AI process:

C0(f > 14) +CO*(I12) (4.11)

The authors of Ref. 110 were able to estimate the ratio
of rate constants for (4.11) and for the transfer of excita-
tion without ionization in collisions between CO*(I12)
and the ground-state CO molecule. This ratio was found to
be equal to 2 for liquid-nitrogen cooled discharges.

There is a vastly greater volume of quantitative data on
the rate constants (and cross sections) of the Penning pro-
cess in thermal collisions between metastable inert-gas at-
oms and CO, CO2, H2, O2, M2, and nitrogen-containing
molecules. For all these pairs, the ionization rate constant
decreases with decreasing energy in the range 0.03-0.1 eV.
The order of magnitude of these constants is in the range
10-9-10-10 cm3 s~' (£-0.03 eV). These observations
show that the above interactions result in the formation of
intermediate states of the weakly-bound quasi molecule
with a potential-well depth of 0.03 eV and that ionization
occurs on the repulsive part of the interaction potential.

It was suggested in Ref. I l l that optical alignment of
metastable helium atoms could be used to investigate reac-
tions such as

He(23S1)+M2^He(l1S0)+M2
++e (4.12)

with the participation of molecules. Actually, experiments
on the ionization of CO, CO2, and N2O by optically ori-
ented helium atoms were found to produce electrons with
polarization close to the initial polarization of the metasta-
ble atoms.112 The polarization transfer effect (conservation
of total electron spin) was also noted in collisions between
metastable helium atoms and nitrogen molecules.113

We note that, as in the case of reactions (2.2) and
(2.3), which involve metastable inert-gas atoms, the effi-
cacy of atom-molecule processes is different for single and
triplet states and the ratio of the two tends asymptotically
to unity for collision rates y>105 cm • s~'. It is then found
that the exit channel of the reaction

A* + M2 -. A + M2+ + e, -»AM2+ + e, (4.13)

where A* is a metastable atom and M2 is a molecule, con-
tains more than 90% of M2

+:Ne (3P0.2)+N2, CO, CO2,
and the isotope effect provides a substantial contribution.
Finally the most commonly encountered practical case is
that of the flame of hydrocarbon fuels in which the prin-
cipal source of charged particles is the AI process

We note in conclusion that, in addition to Ref. 2 which
was cited above, information on Penning ionization of mol-
ecules can be found in the review in Ref. 114.

5. CHEMI-IONIZATION PROCESSES INVOLVING RYDBERG
ATOMS

5.1. Collisions between excited and ground-states atoms

Let us now consider the main properties of (2.4) and
(2.5) within the framework of the DShMYa model14'15

developed for the evaluation of the chemi-ionization con-
stants and the electron energy spectrum produced in
chemi-ionization. So long as the kinetic energy E of the
colliding atoms remains smaller than the sum of the bind-
ing energy E f ( n ) of the excited electron and the energy e
of the emitted electron, only the channel (2.4) is energet-
ically allowed. For higher values of E and nuclear separa-
tions Rx < R < R**, the direct ionization channel opens up
(R** and Rx are the classical radii of the excited and
ground-state atoms). For small nuclear separations, the
system is described by a repulsive quasimolecular potenial
U{(R) which is analogous to the 22+ potential curve of
the molecular ion H^ and the attractive potential U2(R)
that corresponds to the 22^~ state of H^.

Ionization occurs as the system Xf passes from the
repulsive term to the attractive term with simultaneous
autoionization. One of the consequences of the DShMYa
model for the relatively low values of the quantum number
«eff<10 is that k increases with increasing «eff, which cor-
responds to AI with energy threshold. This theory was
developed after the publication of the first systematic ex-
perimental studies of the AI of Rydberg atoms, and has
played a significant part in establishing this topic in atomic
physics. Calculations based on the DShMYa model rely on
the perturbation theory formalism. However, for neff>10,
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FIG. 9. Chemi-ionization rate constants for (2.4) and
(2.5) as functions of the effective quantum number of
excited states:4 1—Li (Г=1100К), 2—Na (7"=720K),
3—Na (Г=600 К), 4—К (Г=660 К), 5—Cs (see text
for details), 6—range of values of k (Na (я2/) + Na (32S),
/=0, 1 and 2, Г=1000 К; single effusive beam),107

7—calculated using the model relying on electron capture
to an autoionizing state of a negative ion (Na,T=500
K), S—qualitative form of A:(neff) according to the model
relying on the scattering of a quasi-free weakly-bound
electron in the sodium atom; solid curve—DShMYa
model (sodium, effusive beam, Г=700 К).59

П eff

the autoionization probability is close to unity, which
means that it is doubtful whether k can be calculated by
perturbation theory. A more rigorous model-based ap-
proach gives keff~ TT/JCvcon for neff>10, where Rc is the nu-
clear separation for which the initial and final terms cross
diabatically.

Figure 9 shows the chemi-ionization rates of highly-
excited atoms, taken from the review literature.4 In the
case of lithium, sodium, pottasium and cessium, obtained
with effusive atomic beams (Li, 1100 K; Na, 720 K),
crossed beams (Na, 600 K), a single atomic beam (K, 660
K), and a gas cell (CS, 500 K). The rate constants are
given in units of ka, where

1/2

where TA is the temperature of the source (cell), TNa is
the temperature of the source of the effusive beam of so-
dium (720 K), and MA Na is the mass of the atoms of the
element under investigation and of sodium, respectively.
For processes with low values of LU/T, this procedure
means that we are dealing with results corresponding to
the mean relative particle velocity y c o i=l. lX 10~5

cm-s^ 1 . Within the framework of the DShMYa model,
and typical experimental conditions, this is satisfied,
strictly speaking, for neff>15. The dashed line shows the
relative behavior of the function x~n~*, which follows
from the Fermi model for highly-excited states. For n > 10
the measured ion current contains a contribution due to AI
from low-lying levels of the excited atom, populated by a
radiative cascade. Estimates show that this effect can be
neglected for «eff<8.

Figure 10 shows the function x(neS) for the rubidum
atom.4 The effective quantum number was the determined
for the system X*Y(Y*) from the relation

(5.1)

where U-t is the ionization energy of the primary excited
atom and 1. U* is the total excitation energy of the system
X*Y(Y*) in atomic units. In other words, «eff = l/2£?
where Ef is the binding energy in the intial state, measured

from the energy of the ionic term (R -+ oo ) of the the sys-
tem XY+. It is clear that, within the range of experimental
error (at least for ие(Г=4-8), the measured chemi-
ionization rates are not very dependent on quantum num-
bers /, j or the species of the colliding atoms. Recent cal-
culations based on the DShMYa model that take into
account the true velocity distribution of the atoms (Na, K)
are in reasonable agreement with the "traditional"
DShMYa model up to Heff<25. On the other hand, there
are some experimental facts that have not found an expla-
nation within the framework of the model.

DShMYa model calculations of the rate constant for

w3-

o »

10"

10
"eff

IS

FIG. 10. Total chemi-ionization rate constant for (2.4) and (2.5) as a
function of the effective quantum number for Rb, Hg, and Cd.
1—Rb(/i2P) + Rb(52S) (Г=520 К), 2—Rb(n2D)+Rb(52S) (Г=470
К), 3—Rb(n2S)-fRb(52S) (Г=470 К), 4—Rb(52P)+Rb(52P) (Г
= 470 К), J—Hg(63P0) + Hg(63P0) (Г=300 К), <*-Cd(52Pol)
+ Cd(52P01) (Г=575 К), 7—Rb(«2D)+K(42S) (Г=440 К),
8—DShMYa model calculations for Rb (Г=520 К) (Ref. 15).
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TABLE IV. Direct ionization cross sections for binary collisions of
highly-excited and resonantly-excited atoms of rubidium, 10 " cm2 (T
= 450 K) (Ref. 64 and 100).

Collision
partners

Rb(62D)+Rb(52P)

Rb(82S)+Rb(52P)
Rb(72D)+Rb(52P)

Experiment

8,4 ±1,8

4,4 ± 1,4

4,4 ± 1,8

Theory

.5
5,12
5,01

asymmetric AI with the creation of a heteronuclear molec-
ular ion show that this constant may be higher than the
corresponding result for the symmetric process if the
ionization-energy difference between the colliding atoms is
greater than the kinetic energy of the colliding particles.
Hence it follows in particular that the results calculated in
this way should be essentially different for the single beam
and the crossed-beam system (gas cell). This conclusion,
and also the fact that the potential U*(R) is different for
homonuclear and heteronuclear quasimolecules, may offer
an explanation for the ambiguity1 1 5 in the measured rate
constants for the asymmetric production of the NaLi+ ion
and the symmetric production of the Na^ and Li^ ions in
crossed lithium and sodium beams.

The direct and associative ionization of the Rydberg
hydrogen atoms colliding with ground-sate helium atoms
was examined in Ref. 32 with allowance for energy transfer
between an outer electron and the relative motion of the
heavy particles:

v*/-.\ L v "V+_1_V I o V"V+_L» f^1\л. \n) -\-1 —* л. -(-!-(- e, —» i л. -r~e. \ j . £ )

In contrast to Penning ionization, (5.2) produces the
ion X+ and not Y+; for «> 20 and 0.03<7X0.3 eV, direct
ionization is the dominant process that also dominates col-
lisions between highly excited atoms and atoms in low-
lying states. Table IV shows measured and calculated cross
sections for such reactions in the case of the rubidium atom

We note that experiment does not confirm the relation
a ~ Ef that follows from Ref. 2. The first absolute mea-
surements of kM for (2.4) in the case of inert gases were
reported in Ref. 117:

He(3L3P), He(313D)+He-He2
++e. (5.3)

The cross section a=kvlxl for these reactions lies in the
range 1.6xlO~16-20XlO~16 cm2. For states with neff<3,
the AI cross section should depend on the individual char-
acteristics of the original quasimolecular terms. For such
levels, the effect of the "crossings grid" on the AI proba-
bility can be taken into account relatively simply: Fig. 11
shows the diabatic potential curves for the excited states of
helium with «<7. Figure 12 shows the energy dependence
of the cross section for the 53P states of helium,118 obtained
in crossed-beam experiments. The He* term crossings that
contribute to the cross section are indicated in Fig. 12. A
mark with the notation 5P -> X22 + indicates a diabatic re-
action threshold and the solid curve was obtained by
calculation.119 Thus, we have to know the potential curves

FIG. 11. Diabatic potential curves of the molecule He* produced in He
(n3P,3D), He collisions.118 The states shown in the figure provide the
maximum contribution to AI in primary excitation of the He(53P) state.

for the quasimolecule corresponding to a pair of excited
and ground-state atoms for R -> oo before we can undertake
a theoretical analysis of chemi-ionization. At this point we
recall Ref. 120 in which experience with calculations of
adiabatic potential curves for low-lying (resonantly ex-
cited) states was used to calculate intermediate (higher-
lying) states of Na*Na.

10

â
JO(5i
<o <C)

0,1 £,eV 0,2

FIG. 12. AI cross section for the process He(53P) +He as a function of
collision energy. Solid curve—calculated; arrow near the threshold cor-
responds to the 5P-6S quasicrossing of terms not shown in Fig 11 (Ref.
118).
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TABLE V. Rate constants for the process (2.6) in the case of the rubid-
ium atom.1"

Initial excited
state

52D

72S

72P

62D

82S

A, em's"1

Calculation based on the
Landau-Zener model

0,75 -10~'4

0,78 -lO43

0,002 -10~'3

0
0

Experiment

(1,1 ±0,5)-1044

(1,0±0,5)-10~13

3-ю-'3

(1,1 ±0,3)-10"'2

3,9- 10~'3

5.2. Binary collisions between highly-excited atoms

The calculated cross sections of hydrogen for (2.7)-
(2.9) lie in the range 10~12-10~" cm2 for neff= 10-20
(Refs. 34-121) and their maximum values correspond to
ле(Г for which the mean kinetic energy of a highly-excited
electron is comparable with the relative kinetic energy in
atom-atom collisions. The total energy of the two HEAs is
significantly greater than the ionization energy of an indi-
vidual atom, which is similar to the collison of two meta-
stable inert-gas atoms, considered above. The difference
between these two situations is that in the latter case the
gap between the original term of the quasimolecule and the
first ionization potential contains a series of autoionizing
states that can manifest themselves directly in the exit
channel. The relatively few publications devoted to these
processes usually report quantitative conclusions only for a
particular ionization channel: associative ionization35 or a
pair of positive and negative ions.124 According to Ref. 35,
the calculated rate constant for the production of atomic
ions in (2.8) is greater by an order of magnitude than the
corresponding cross section for (2.7). This conclusion does
not, however, agree with the measuements reported in Ref.
125 for 7X60 K. Hence it follows in particular that the
production of ionic molecular clusters proceeds with suffi-
cient probability in collisions at subthermal energies. Fig-
ure 5 compares measurements made at 7^=85 К with
calculated34 probabilites of different ionization channels
(2.7) and (2.8). We note the different temperature depen-
dence of the two rate constants: in the former case, the rate
constant increases with decreasing temperature whereas in
the latter case it decreases. The increase in the total ion-
ization rate constant with increasing n shown in the figure
(for ycoi<<l) follows from (2.14).

Analysis of the results reported in Ref. 35 also shows
that molecular ions are produced mostly in a time that is
much longer than the duration of the exciting laser pulse
(т=3 ns), whilst atomic ions are formed during the pulse
itself. This suggests that there is an additional channel for
the production of atomic ions in situations35 such as step-
wise ionization or ionization induced by radiation:

X** + X** + Av-X++X + e. (5.4)

Under similar conditions,125 process (5.4) can domi-

nate the production of atomic ions when the rate constant
for (5.4) is of the order of 10~16 W-cm'-s" 1 .

A theoretical estimate was obtained in Ref. 42 for the
rate constant for Penning ionization in collisions between
112P atoms of rubidium (cf. Sec. 2), namely, 2X10~8

cm3 • s~' which is close to the AI rate constant and lower
by a factor of 5 than the PI rate constant (Г=60 К)
calculated in Ref. 35 by the Monte Carlo method.

Advances in high-resolution electron spectroscopy and
laser technology have given us the electron spectra from
reactions (2.7) and (2.8) (Ref. 126). An interesting result
was obtained on the role of the following intermediate ex-
cited configurations in (2.8):

X**(nl) +Х**(я7') -,X+ +X + e,

Х**(л/) + Х**(яТ) -,Х+Х* + е.

(5.5)

(5.6)

According to Ref. 126, the cross section for (5.6) is greater
by a factor of 6-15 than for (5.5).

5.3. Production of a pair of positive and negative ions

Energy considerations show that with increasing n
(l/2n2<Ea, where Ea is the electron affinity energy), the
formation of the ion pair in (2.6) can occur only if we
retain the third term which crosses the original covalent
and ionic terms by analogy with the AI (5.3) of excited
helium atoms.

Processes such as (2.6) were investigated in Ref. 127
in the case of the reaction Rb(/z/)+Rb(52S)
^Rb++Rb~, Г=543 К and for levels lying both above
(52D, 72S, 62D, 82S) and below (72D, 92S, 82D, 102S) the
potential curve of the system Rb+Rb~ for R -> oo. Accord-
ing to these data, the rate constant for the process rises
from 10"14 cm3 • s"1 for the 52D level to lO"10 cm3 • s~'
for the 62D level. For the 52D and 72S levels, the Landau-
Zener theory is in good agreement with experiment (Table
V).

The formation of negative ions in collisions between
Rydberg atoms (n = 7—40) was investigated experimentally
in Ref. 124. For n>20, the main channel for the production
of negative sodium ions was found to be (2.9). The results
obtained were found to be in good agreement with theo-
retical calculations34 extrapolated to thermal collision en-
ergies (cross sections of the order of 10~13 cm2). An un-
successful attempt was also made in Ref. 124 to estimate
the cross section for the radiative process

Na** + Na**-»Na+ + Na~+/zv, (5.7)

which can be identified with the radiative attachment of a
highly-excited quasifree Rydberg electron. The production
of negative ions in binary collisions between Rydberg at-
oms was also observed in Ref. 35. The specificity of the
Rydberg state is that its components, namely, the ion core
and the weakly-bound free electron, can determine the
character of the collision process. The ion core governs the
character of the diffusion of the HEA and the scattering of
electrons with orbital kinetic energy of the order of 0.001
eV manifests itself in collisions between HEAs and mole-
cules.
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TABLE VI. Rate constants for chemi-ionization at thermal energies in
collisions of sodium atoms in 42D5/2 and 52S|/2 states on the one hand and
halogen-containing molecules, 7"=600 К (Refs. 6 and 128).

Atom, molecule

l.Na(42D),SF6

2.Na(42D),CH3Br

3.Na(42D),CCl2F2

4.Na(42D),C6F6

5.Na(42D),C6FJH

6.Na(42D),CH3I

7.Na(52S),O2

8.Na(52S), SF6

*,

lO-'Ws-'

2,8 ± 0,8

0,35 ± 0,1

0,54 ± 0,2

0,08 ± 0,03

0,18 ± 0,06

2,1 ±0,6

0,13 ± 0,04

0,16 ± 0,05

a,

I(fl3cm2

1,6*'
4,6

8,4
2,5

2,8

1,2-Uf"

2,7 -10~4

—

—

—

Resulting
negative ions

SF6

Br~

23 % C12 +
+ 77 % СГ

or F2

CSF-

—

1

o-

SF;

*) Reactions 1-4 and 7 are endothermic so that the value
is based on Ea used in the analysis of measured reaction
rates.

Table VI lists the ionization rate constants and cross
sections for collisions between 42D5/2(£f = 0.86 eV) and
52S1/2(.Ef = 1.02 eV) sodium atoms, on the one hand, and
halogen-containing molecules for sodium beam-source
temperature Т = 600 К, on the other. For exothermic re-
actions with Д£'>0, the inital and final potential energy
curves do not cross, which reduces the electron transfer
probability and, consequently, the reaction cross section as
well (Table VI). This conclusion is consistent with
measurements29 of the cross sections for isothermic ioniza-
tion reactions on excited 42S lithium atoms in collisions
with NO2 molecules (a=2xlO~1 9 cm2), C12 molecules
(«7=2X10-" cm2), and F2 molecules (2x НГ16 cm2).

The cross section for the production of an ion pair was
found in Ref. 130 to be a function of the degree of vibra-
tional excitation of halogen-containing molecules colliding
with fast alkali-metal atoms. The same effect was observed
in Ref. 6 in thermal collisions. In the latter case, the effect
of vibrational excitation on the electron-transfer probabil-
ity may have been due to a number of factors such as a
reduction in the reaction energy threshold, a change in the
vertical electron affinity energy, and so on. These results
are of undoubted practical interest for the detection of
vibrationally-excited molecules. For halogen-containing
molecules, characterized by high rate constants (&~10~7

cm3 s~', SF6), the negative-ion yield in thermal collisions
with HEAs is determined by the HEA attachment proba-
bility. This follows from the theory and is confirmed by
measurements of the ionization rate constants for HEAs
with n = 20-100 in collisions with halogenides. For exam-
ple, the chemi-ionization rates have been measured78 for

collisions between rubidium HEAs (« = 38-106) and SF6

molecules. In the impulse approximation, the cross section
for colisions between HEAs and target molecules is deter-
mined by the HEA scattering cross section at energies of
the order of 0.001 eV on halogen-containing molecules.
For the X** + SF6->X++SF<~ reaction, the cross section
is inversely proportional to the orbital velocity of the elec-
tron in its highly excited state: a(v) = (4.2± 1.0) X 10~7/u.
Since the Rydberg states of all atoms are similar, an anal-
ogous result is also obtained for xenon HEAs. As the prin-
cipal quantum number is varied in the range и = 23-106,
the HEA chemi-ionization rate constant for collisions with
SF6 is found to lie in the range 4x10 '-4.5X 10^7 cm3

s^1 and is practically independent of n. We note that, by
considering a highly-excited and a ground-state hydrogen
atom, it was shown in Ref. 131 that the cross section for
the ionization of an HEA colliding with a neutral atomic
particle should be equal to the elastic scattering cross sec-
tion of the particle for a weakly-bound electron.

In a recent paper132 on the ionization of «2P Rydberg
atoms of sodium (« = 24-32) in collisions with SF6 mole-
cules, it was found that there was reasonable agreement
with previously published data for Xe(nF) (« = 25—40),
Rb(nS) (« = 49-62), and Rb(«D) (« = 38-106). An in-
teresting new result is that there is a systematic discrep-
ancy between the rate constants measured in experiments
on the attachment of slow electrons to molecules, on the
one hand, and the chemi-ionization measurements on
HEAs, on the other. For other complex molecules, k either
increases with increasing « (CC14, CC13F, CH3I) or de-
creases (C7F]4) (see, for example, Ref. 2). The detailed
dependence of a on л is determined by the properties of the
scattering of ultraslow HEAs by molecules. Associative
and Penning ionization in collisions between potassium at-
oms in metastable autoionizing states (MASs) and D2,
NO, N2, CO, CO2, N2O, H2O, and H2S molecules was
investigated semiquantitatively in Ref. 133. According to
these data, the Penning ionization cross sections are of the
order of 10~15 cm2. The complex ions KHe+, KNe+,
KKr+, and KXe+ have also been recorded in collisions
between MASs and inert-gas atoms. As и decreases, the
quasidiscrete character of the energy levels of the excited
electron becomes clearer and the chemi-ionization can no
longer be correctly described in terms of the pure impulse
mechanism. Finally, the harpoon model of the reaction,
based on an analysis of specific quasimolecular terms, be-
comes valid for the lowest-lying excited states. These ex-
amples clearly illustrate the basic diffculties encountered
when attempts are made to construct universal models of
chemi-ionization in a wide range of values of « even for a
given atom. The high rate constants for the production of
the SF^ ions are due to the fact that this ion is appears in
a long-lived excited state with lifetime т > 0.001 s. A dif-
ferent situation arises for intermediate states in collisions
between the alkali metals and O2 molecules: the lifetime of
the resulting O^* ion is very short (r=; 10~9 s) and, in the
absence of a stabilizing mechanism, we have electron
autodetachment.134 The interaction with the ion core of the
Rydberg atom can serve as a stabilizing factor. If stabili-
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zation is less effective for smaller n then, in contrast to the
above case of collisions with SF6, the rate constant for O2

should decrease with n. This may be the explanation of the
low value of k (10~12 cm3 s~') and the reduction in k with
increasing и (8<л<12) reported in Ref. 135. When the
colliding particles are suitably chosen, chemi-ionization is
an effective method of ionizing an excited medium. Mole-
cules with high electron affinity (for example, UF6,
Ea = 4.9 eV) can thus be used in the selective excitation of
atoms by visible radiation, which is of interest, for exam-
ple, for laser separation of isotopes.7

Ionization cross sections for HEAs colliding with di-
polar molecules such as H2O, NH3, SO2, C2H5OH, and
CH3NO2 are given in Ref. 2. For n > 30, the corresponding
rate constants tend to their asymptotic limit (10~6 cm3

s~', H2O, NH3). Experimental data on ionization in col-
lisions between Rydberg atoms and polar molecules, or
molecules with positive electron affinities, can be found in
Ref. 135.

The above review of existing data on chemi-ionization
rate constants at thermal energies shows that the values of
these constants for nonthreshold reactions reach values of
the order of 10~6-10~10 cm3 s~'. They constitute an ef-
fective channel for the ionization of excited atoms, which
in turn offers the prospect of practical applications. Mod-
ern beam techniques, used in combination with laser exci-
tation of atoms and molecules, provide data on electron
spectra, autoionization widths, and the mass spectrum of
reaction products that had previously been inaccessible to
many research groups. These data are particularly valuable
because chemi-ionization theory is, on the whole, still in
the development stage.

6. SECONDARY PROCESSES IN CHEMI-IONIZATION
EXPERIMENTS

Modern tuneable dye lasers can be used for the reso-
nant optical excitation of the atoms of virtually all the
elements in the periodic table. This means that researchers
can now design chemi-ionization experiments employing
selective laser excitation techniques. However, the intro-
duction of these fundamentally new experimental facilities
has been accompanied by specific new effects than have
hindered such experiments. A reduction in molecular-ion
yield of the AI channel (2.4) with increasing laser-beam
power has been observed in the laser excitation of the
Rydberg states of strontium [reaction (2.4); Ref. 136],
lithium,35 and rubidium [reaction (2.7); Ref. 125]. Ac-
cording to Refs. 35 and 136, the observed effect is due to
the production of laser photoplasma and the destruction of
selectively excited states by electron! impact. We recall
that an analogous result was observed in the AI channel
(2.2) in Ref. 137 which was the first to report a new phys-
ical phenomenon, namely, the production of current-free
photoresonant plasma (Fig. 13). The theory of the reso-
nant optical discharge138'139 was subsequently developed
for the conditions prevailing under laser excitation of an
absorbing medium consisting of alkali-metal atoms. Calcu-
lations performed within the framework of the theory show
that for alkali-metal vapor with 1015<7V0<1017 cm~3 and

FIG. 13. Scheme illustrating possible mechanisms for the evolution of
photoplasma during absorption of resonant radiation.

laser illumination of 105</< 107 W cm 2 (line width about
0.05 nm), AI is the dominant source of primary electrons
in K, Rb, Cs, and Na (7<106 W-cm- 2 ). In the most
frequently investigated case, i.e., laser excited sodium va-
por, such measurements were started abroad in the 70s and
80s (Ref. 140), and the contribution of AI via reaction
(2.2) to the overall ionization balance was found to reach
up to 20%.

As the illuminating intensity increases, further ion and
electron producing channels come into play. They include
stepwise ionization, laser-induced collisional ionization,
and also photodestruction of ion clusters.

An increase in the excited-atom concentration (the
usual objective in chemi-ionization experiments), pro-
duced by higher laser power, thus necessarily leads to a
loss of selectivity in primary excitation and the photode-
struction of the byproducts of these reactions. In particu-
lar, this means that selective optical (laser) excitation be-
comes unpromising as a means of producing population
inversion in gaseous media.141

When the resonant transition becomes saturated (in
alkali-metal vapor), the heating of electrons by collisions
of the second kind becomes significant beginning with con-
centrations of ground-state atoms ЛГ

0<2Х 1013 cm~3. This
imposes restrictions on / and N0 in experiments concerned
with elementary processes that involve selectively excited
atoms. They are: /<100 W • ст~2(Лг

0>1013 cm3) and the
use of the gas cell.142

The second process that significantly influences the
ionization kinetics under selective optical excitation of low-
lying atomic states is the so-called energy pooling
process.142"147 As the primary excitation energy increases
in collisions of this kind, the excited atomic system enters
the region of high effective principal quantum numbers
that correspond to the maximum of the function k(ne(f)
(see Fig. 10).

It was noted in laser excitation experiments (see, for
example, Ref. 148) that the excited-state lifetime can be
much shorter than the radiative lifetime (by an order of
magnitude or more). This is due to the specific laser pro-
cess of cascade superradiance that takes place under high
laser power densities. The cascade de-excitation of high-
lying levels by superradiance (spontaneous collective emis-
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TABLE VII. Cascade superradiance parameters for the laser-excited
72P1/2 level of potassium126

Transition

72р,/2-7Х/2

7 Sl/2~6 Pl/2, 3/2

72р,/2-5Ч/2

54/2-62p,/2,3/2

A<nm

12,6

7,9

11,3

8,5

Transition
oscillator
strength

0,79 .

1,37

0,76

0,92

Threshold
values of

N*L, cm-2

5,4 -109

5,1 -109

6,3 -109

7Д-109

sion) arises when the characteristic time of the process, tR,
becomes much shorter than the "dephasing" time149

811

~N*LA2A '
(6.1)

where N* is the concentration of excited atoms occupying
the upper level, L is a typical linear dimension of the active
region in which superradiance can be localized, and A is
the radiative transition probability.

For the relatively low densities of ground-state atoms
that are generally common in chemi-ionization experi-
ments, the main process responsible for "dephasing" is the
Doppler effect for which tph = ir( Дгл)l/2. It is readily seen
that /ph//R~A2, from which it follows that cascade super-
radiance effects are most likely to be observed in infrared
transitions.

As an illustration, Table VII lists the threshold densi-
ties of excited 72P potassium atoms that correspond to the
onset of the superradiance process: ЛГ

0=1014 cm3, laser
pulse length 10 ns, L=11.6 cm pulse length 8 ns, delay
relative to the exciting radiation 16.5 ns.

The AI quantum yield, i.e., the number of charged
particles produced per absorbed photon in (2.4), is re-
duced by 20 and 100% by the superradiance effect when
the threshold values of TV* are exceeded by a factor of 10
and 100, respectively. As / increases and the number of
ground-state atoms in the reaction zone decreases, photo-
ionization processes with appreciable cross sections begin
to dominate the situation. The same effect should be ob-
served when the spectral linewidth of the exciting laser
pulse increases. In the papers cited above, photoionization
by laser light was the main source of primary electrons
under the conditions reported in Ref. 136. Since, for Ryd-
berg states, the maximum photoionization cross section
corresponds to the infrared range, experiments with Ryd-
berg atoms having 18<«<35 exhibit the effects of photo-
ionization by blackbody radiation corresponding to the
temperature of the walls of the vapor-filled cell150 (Т =500
К).

The competition between two-photon ionization and
Penning ionization stimulated by radiation under laser ex-
citation of the 32P levels of sodium was considered in Ref.
44. In this case, photoionization becomes the dominant

10a

FIG. 14. Cross section for Penning ionization stimulated by radiation.*

ionization channel, but only for radiation power densities
in excess of 107 W/cm2. When an absorbing medium
(alkali-metal vapor) is excited by laser radiation whose
wavelength is different from the resonant-transition wave-
lengths, the atoms may display the effects of the photoion-
ization of cluster formations present in the form of micro-
impurities, e.g., three-photon ionization of N2 molecules
under laser illumination of sodium vapor.151

It is useful to note that laser experiments concerned
with ionization phenomena for />105 W - c m ~ 2 have not
revealed any saturation effects in the charged-particle
current95 although optical-signal saturation, i.e., resonant
fluorescence, is seen for much lower illumination power
densities (see, for example, Refs. 95 and 152). This means
that the dynamics of the system of colliding atoms may
change significantly in the laser radiation field, and laser-
induced associative and Penning ionization processes may
come into play. The measured cross section s for such
processes with I~lOb W - c m ~ 2 are 3xlO~ 1 9 cm2 and
5X 10~19 cm2 for Na (Ref. 95) and Li (Ref. 153), respec-
tively, and are in reasonable agreement with calculations44

(Fig. 14). When the exciting laser pulse length is compa-
rable with the lifetime of the excited states, one begins to
see the effects of the photodissociation of molecular ions
produced in AI channels. Thus, in crossed-beam experi-
ments using sodium beams (N0= 109 cm~3), the Na^~ ions
produced according to Ref. 152 for I < 6x 104 W • cm~2 in
reaction (2.2) undergo partial photodissociation during
the laser pulse. Since molecular ions produced in dimer AI
and photoionization channels have different vibrational ex-
citation, the photodissociation cross section 5 are corre-
spondingly different.154

7. CHEMI-IONIZATION IN MODERN APPLICATIONS OF THE
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF LOW-TEMPERATURE
PLASMAS

The above ionization processes in thermal collisions
between heavy particles produce a change in the charged-
particle balance in low-temperature plasmas with ioniza-
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tional or recombinational departure from equilibrium.
Even simple qualitative considerations show that the
chemi-ionization processes should have maximum influ-
ence on ionization kinetics in the case of alkali-metal atoms
or atoms with a similar structure of excited-state terms.
For such systems with a relatively uniform sequence of
energy levels, excitation to to a resonant level does not
necessarily mean that the excited electron will immediately
enter the continuum, i.e., the bottleneck usually lies higher
in such cases, and the effective 'sink' consisting of chemi-
ionization from low-lying levels can significantly affect the
resultant ionization rate. Conversely, for inert-gas atoms,
the ionization rate is practically always limited by the rate
of excitation of low-lying states, followed by their immedi-
ate ionization in electron-atom collisions.

It used to be believed that, in low-temperature plas-
mas, chemi-ionization played a significant part only in the
early stages of ionization, i.e., in gas breakdown, in shock
waves, and so on. Dissociative recombination processes re-
duce the contribution of chemi-ionization to ionization ki-
netics. However, there is a situation in which chemi-
ionization (with the formation of a molecular ion) is not
accompanied by the reverse recombination process. In-
deed, the thermal dissociation of molecular ions proceeds
effectively when the temperature of the normal component
of the alkali-metal plasma is 7> 1000 K, and the role of
these ions in recombination kinetics declines.155

Chemi-ionization processes that are effective in ther-
mal collisions of atoms and molecules occur mostly at the
expense of the internal excitation energy. It follows that
chemi-ionization can play a very significant role in low-
temperature plasmas in which the potential energy stored
in excited states exceeds the energy of the electron gas by a
few orders of magnitude. The clearest examples of this are
provided by cryogenic plasmas, afterglow plasmas, and
photoplasmas.

There have been recent suggestions that the chemi-
ionization reaction could be used in a number of nontra-
ditional applications of plasma physics. For example, the
photoprocess of chemi-ionization of impurity atoms can be
regarded as an alternative to photoionization as an efficient
source of primary charged particles in the preionization
stage of a discharge in a high-pressure molecular gas.157

Other proposed applications that can be introduced here
include the detection of vibrationally-excited molecules, la-
ser separation of isotopes, and laser optogalvanic spectros-
copy based on chemi-ionization.6

We now present (following Ref. 157) specific examples
that illustrate the role of chemi-ionization in the kinetics of
low-temperature nonequilibrium plasmas.

Plasmas with ionizational departure from equilibrium:

—significant contribution of chemi-ionization reac-
tions to ionization in a sufficiently wide range of
parameters of alkali-metal plasmas in thermoemis-
sive energy converters

—production of population inversion in discharges oc-
curing in mixtures of inert gases and metal vapors.

Plasmas with recombinational departure from equilibrium:

—effect of chemi-ionization on the rate of change in
the electron concentration and temperature in the
afterglow of weakly-ionized inert-gas plasma

—enrichment of the electron energy distribution with
fast electrons in afterglow plasmas, the resulting in-
crease in the contribution of stepwise processes to
the population of excited states, and the consequent
possible change in the character of departure from
equilibrium

—formation of an anomalous discontinuity in potential
near the wall due to fast electrons released by chemi-
ionization in current-free plasma

—cleanup of low-lying laser levels by ionization of im-
purities in the chemi-ionization channel.

Recent advances in the control of the properties of
atomic beams and the development of laser systems for the
cooling and confinement of cold ions and neutral atoms
have led to the initiation of chemi-ionization experiments
in which the relative kinetic energy of the particles is equiv-
alent to temperatures between a few dozen of degrees
Kelvin and a few millikelvins or less. The results of these
early experiments with cold atoms demonstrate the consid-
erable promise of this approach to the physics of collisions
involving atoms, molecules, and clusters at cryogenic tem-
peratures. It is clear that chemi-ionization is a very signif-
icant process in cryogenic plasmas with record concentra-
tions of metastable atoms.

In conclusion, we consider the possible utilization of
chemi-ionization in resonant ionization spectroscopy. This
phrase refers to the set of methods and processes dedicated
to the solution of specific applied problems such as the
detection of individual atoms and molecules or the laser
separation of isotopes. The method relies on the conversion
of resonantly excited particles into atomic or molecular
ions, including conversion via the chemi-ionization chan-
nel. Practically the same mechanisms of resonant ioniza-
tion spectroscopy in low-temperature plasmas are called
optogalvanic and optoelectric effects that are seen as
changes in ionizational, electric, and vibrational properties
of plasmas.158 Optogalvanic techniques are being used to
obtain information about the products of plasmochemical
reactions; they are also used for spectro-analytic purposes
and as detectors of laser radiation. Another phenomenon
that belongs here is the specific case of light-induced cur-
rent in a rarefied gas in which absorption of monochro-
matic radiation and the Doppler effect result in the pro-
duction of excited particles with monodirectional
velocities. The optogalvanic effect (light-induced current)
can then be observed without having to apply a potential
difference to the vapor in the discharge gap.159

8. CONCLUSION

We have surveyed some of the chemi-ionization studies
performed during the last twenty years, many of them by
Russian physicists. It is clear from this review that the last
two decades were a period of intense activity in the study of
chemi-ionization in thermal collisions of atoms and mole-
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cules. The results obtained demonstrate the extensive and
often unique possibilities of this new branch of the physics
of atom-molecule collisions and the associated considerable
range of practical applications. All experience gained to
date suggests that attempts to construct a modern theory
of physical phenomena that are of immediate interest in
technical physics and chemistry must fail unless we take
into account ionization by collisions with excited heavy
particles. Nor is there any doubt that new experiments
exploiting latest advances in atomic-beam technology and
laser cooling and confienment systems for excited atoms,
will lead to new discoveries in the near future. In this sense,
chemi-ionization studies have a very promising future.

My objective in presenting this review will be largely
fulfilled if I succeed in attracting the attention of
physicists—especially young physicists planning their fu-
ture careers in science—to the questions discussed above.

I am greatly indebted to V. M. Borodin for helpful
discussions of the theoretical aspects of chemi-ionization.
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